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Logging aooidont 
bluest 
A Terrace resident 
visited the Daily Herald 
office Wednesday to 
express concern over the 
death of one local youth 
and the injury to another 
from an accident earlier 
in the month. 
On April 4th 14 year old 
Trevor Franz was killed 
and another youth 
severely injured while 
walking east on Highwdy 
16 when a loaded logging 
truck turning onto the 
highway from Sande 
overpass was caught on 
overhead wires strung 
between two poles. One 
pole fell on top of the two 
youths. ' 
The visitor Wanted to 
know what the by-laws 
were. regarding loaded 
logging trucks passing 
through downtown areas, 
and wondered ff there 
could be tragic 
recurrences of this ac- 
cident involving further 
death and injuries. 
The man insisted he 
had driven behind loaded 
Scott Spencer of the Caledonia band, pins a "support your Band" button onto 
band supporter Donna Forsberg. 
Three from area chosen for logging trucks in the 
Jim Ryan Sr., (left) Caledonia band direetor presented Rick'Brouwer and Terrace c i ty l im i tsand  Bi C e n t e n n i a l  b a n d  Jim Ryan Jr. with invitations to participate as members of the All.B.C. Bi- 'noticed the wheels • 
Centennial Band. Winners were chosen by the Captain Cook Band Com- digging into the blacktop ' " 
mittoe, metalled highway, with 
resultant costly damage 
. by Donna Forsberg . 
"~ " i -~# "1  ~ ~ # AN,  • • to the  .s^ur~ace~. for th ~ The Terrace-Kit imat area can be proud of the the Bi-Centennial Band will be preparing to host 
uaa;eauc s oac~tre  m ~gl} quality Of achievement attained by their t~ e wWO~dnInte~ational Championships during 
.~ .  , . • * has' Since informed the smoents involved in the band program in the u ot ~ay  13-16. As well, they will tour 
"1 "e /~ ~f"  f '~  ~w~l~-  #',r~Jv~ v~o@ Daily Herald there is a high schools. Three students from our cities were B,C. with the band for the month of July; the last 
• o .~t~ ~ u¢ ~tt~ ~ two  weekso  • ~ ~ traffic" bylaw, well en- chosen by the Captain Cook Band;Committee to f this tour will bring them through 
• ,;, . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Harris said he then was forced, ,  prohib i t ing part icipate as members  of the All Br i t ish'  their hometowns.i 
v e u ~ v ~  ~. , r~-  Sa lU  In  a ~e~epnone in- • loaaeu ragging t rucks  • ' • 
Economy Wholesalers terview Tuesday that the telephoned by  Gerry f rom~ssing through the Columbm B]-Centen.mal Band. The two students • _ t  . . . .  L_=_ _ • _~ffi_ _ i _ _  • 
• Ltd. of Winnipeg, group made a deal with ~atner of ~sconomy city r -  f rom Terrace are  j im l lyan and Rick Brouwer; 1 -~o~r  ~r |~ ~ a ~  
manufact~erofaT-shirt  the Winnipeg companf  Wholesalers aying the Tl~e load heights of June DeKleine represents Kit imat . . . . .  . . . .  
wh.ichpekosfunatPr.i.'me for S00 dozen of the shirts, order.was cancelled and logging trucks, in any The Bi-Centennial band is a l l0-piece band ~INv; t~ ~ l ~ l [  I l tn l l l~ l /  . 
, lV l in i smr ' tTuueau ann  me ~,_ . . _ me smrLs a l reaoy  made . . . . .  , . .~-  -^* ,  . . . . - . - - ; ,  comnr ;sed  of  "inn' l .~r ]  o t . r la~ta  ~, ,~m ~11 . . . . .  ' ~'ww my l i uvvqmia  i~vml lv~ 
~, . . .m. .  .~^u. .  - .  , uy  ' l as t  week  ~,~. ,~ fn  t .~  d ,~=h.~v,~d ~v. . . , . . . .  . . - ,~  ~. , . . . .  v . '~ 'v  " - . . "  - - . . ,~ . . ,~  . .u . .  ~ vv~ . 
• . . , , . , ,u . . .  u , , .o . ,  ~° . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  th  mto  o throu  htown . . . . . . .  ,, • • " , a , . , ,n . ; .o  ,~,~ ; . t ,  } ,~, . . .~  Economy had run  o f f  " "Ratoer  sa id  ~#( I  been  el. . g . .  g . ,: B ,C ,  Aud~Uomng for  membersh ip  m th is  band . Rather  than  mak ing  who cheat  on  Unem-  
~- - :~ ,~, .~"ove~a: :o ' i~) ] "~ about  lS0dozensh i r tsand  t01d that  i f  the  L ibera ls  as me ~f ic . s ignam.and.  was  done  f rom tapeS ,wh ich  were  sent  to  the  excuses  and  defend ing  p loyment  Insurance . , .  • 
~' , '~ ,~; : '~ ' ,~ , .~ '~, :  ~'~ . ' I  goLa-mlup le~ dozen.,~on:the~l~tion i t~mii~t supp~u.ng wires are o t  coinmittee in March  , " ' i ' • ~ .. . . . . . .  ,= ,  ~ the* int~ests  of the i r  ~(or): secondary earners  
- . -  - . , . .~ - . , . -  " , . . . , .o , .~, ,  ~ .~; . ,~ , , , '~ .~ .~,.~ :, . . . .  o- - . . ' * . - -~  . .  "~,~,~.o: . - , , -  ~ " , r . . . . . . . .  ,- . . . . . .  - . . . .  -- . . . .  t im~ "61 i t tc ,H  le  ~,~-~-o~, -  , , : - , . ; . "  -^- -~-  ', ~^.  
. . . . . . .  u. . . , .o ,  . , . - - , . .  nave  nrooucea  mese . . . v , , , ,  F - -~  i f fO fnTur~nt ,  nnw-.a.f~-fk~u,~l~n#l~r.;,11'tn . . , k^. , . .  ~ ,  . . .  u , . , , .~ ,o  ~u~ su . - . tuy  ~t=.~.  xc t  
The T -s torm,  eear |ng  : ~. - ' ,,'-,[. ' • ,~ , , - -  ~' . . . . . . .  " ' ' "  " "  " "~ ' ' ' "~*"z" ,  "~ '~ recogn ized  the i r  nn l .  f ; . ,~ . . , .on~.;,~c .v ;a t  
" " " Har r i s  sa ldna  co o s torm,  t ta r rzs  sam. .e  [ . . , , o ' ~ . -~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  the .message Trudel uple f . I ~ ~ 1  d[~l~ l l~  . [ res n i il" " • ,, . . . .  wanted me to give hack ~ . .po! s b .~ty and made m B.C. for every one 
the sam-los bed ~ven I D_~Af i  I JW~P dec|s|ons m the interest hundred outofwork The Fuddlebuck and a MPs wore the shirts m 
ripped replica of a dollar the .House,.. but  the  me"  ' ~ ~ [ ' *U  V I I ~ V  i V V ~ I  V V ~ l l i l q ~  ~ |  | of working people and majority of the jobless 
bill with a caricature o f .  ~peaKer woman t recog- Harris said Ra~er told [ - . " , . . . . . . .  [ the i r  " unen ip loyed  either woma~ who must 
Trudeau on it, were .raze mem.  him that the company's [ ' '~m m.,--nn n i Brothers and Sisters..." support hemselves and- 
conceived by four Ke- ""-.,.~ .... "o "n-.:--' l -w.,er thou-hi there [ U | |  :NuNra l  nnnn h- n | concluded the Brief on or their familie~or young 
. . . . . . .  , ' ' , , *k . t ,o  . . , t  . . . . .  . . , . . . .~  , . . .  ; t ,  *~n, dA  I~  o 1;h~1 an ; t ,o . r l  • . ' - unemp.uymenz  recenuy  • PeoP le  new m me J 0D  
businessmen. ~"~, '~;~ ,'~,~';?"~'~,~' a"ti"fh'~went'a'hea~l'~i'~ by Scott Browes unions, then " the major federal obby was endorsed by the Labour m" ar'ket... These are the 
' Hugh Har r i s , .  wh0 ~,:,~.n'~'ac'oal~l~e~fl~,s-~'~ the order "his auditors From Smithers, Prince municipal unions ending' in effect to attempt to AdvtsoryCommittee and people bebind, the 
,, ' ,, t , t zmat n of the nvate a uamt the MPs wRh the me mree ~,anour t;oancns smusucs a enerauon ot • started the enterprise, waving Shirts around, might be very busy. Ruper ,  K't! , a d upinunions p '  q ' . . " . . . . . . . . . . . .  ". . .i '. , .g , ,  " 
• m m o th full effects of the bdl in me ~aennc ~ormwes~ lOSt tenuaJ ,, Terrace e hers  f. e sector. . .. po . . 
Looal shareholders hit Lakelse Hotel in Terrace meeting between the unaware of the 
Tuesday night to start a federal finance minister ramifications and con- by Post offioe mix up ,.l awareness of the and the provincial (BC) tentsofthebill. Headded 
m , lobby being set-up in the finance minister on the an a.greement had been 
federal government o subiect of Bill C-28 and an reacned netween the 
attempt o stop Bill C-28 - "e men PSAC and the provincial 
reached bv the ministers Conservative caucus not A suspected mix-up in boldingco/npanyatleast Mayner had checked fromaxpassing, agr e t had been . 
the Vancouver Post 24 hours nor to the o " o to support the Ball C28 Offive has caused a ' P '  with the Terrace Post • . , .  ' . . . . . .  - . . . . . . .  • meeting in Vancouver. Office a few days before • J a c ~, K e n n e d y ,  which am unts to uni n . - 
serious problem fun a Ma-n~r . . . . . . . . . .  and learned the letters executive secretary ,of hashing." propesa.|. - - °o th C-28 m a eomphcated of Ioeal eo le Y ~ ~uu ,ut w~,n • loca l  Employment  A spokesman z r e • • numl~r P P ' the ~o -=~- - '  . . . . . . .  had not been recewed . . . . . . .  l eg l s la twe .. proposal  
Kenneth Mayner, a ,~ , ,~ . .  .- . -m= ~. there, sohe concluded the Workers Local of the provincial anti mumelpal ...k;.k . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
lo~a~ ~tmr,~holder in a be publlsh~, but he dzd . . . . .  'PSAC, presented the guyed" . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +~' "-~on .... ho """~"  "~° . , , -~ , , , ,o  • ~e,~ .~ ..... . .  . . .. ~ ,  ~hn,,,o a,,,o, ,,o,,,,]o nora-up was in van- - . . . . . . . . .  categorms ofpro~,oeahon 
company recezvea nouce . . -2%:" ,  . . . . . . .  ~..-v:~ couver partisan audience with atcenuea me LaKeme . . . . . . . . . . .  
- - .  _ . . .~ . . . . . .  . . .  ; .  , . .~er race  own stuck i n  • ~, ; . . ,  . o . . .~a  ,h. ,~o tor  me t'~AU, uneot  me 
~ei~l"~n'~v'rfi~"'__~tl~e he company along with Needless to say, he was the lobby undertaken by me ..... 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  tendin-" that mrges~ oz mese the PSAC to acquaint per~,.~ at ~ • • . . . . . . . . . . .  t "  provocatwe aspects m oo,,,o ao~, ~' , :  meedn~, other shareholders  in quite angry about the federal MPs with the  me ~'~At~ was oenm eJy n "ion . . . . .  
ramifications of the bill. aware  of the threat to . , , . '~ 'as 'sch~ul~:  ° Kitimat. situation, ega~ o~ a ~7 
' "  " ' •. • ,, . . . . . . . .  n edb  -i l l  legmlahve act whmh 
Enclosed with the When he recewed hm Th|s ]s not jus t  a AI Hadvick, also of the ~mew,~ ~,aum°th,tP°Sit -,osY-o,'t ~ allowed the Pubhc 
notice was a proxy form notice and proxy form in le t te r , ,  Mayner said. PSAC, described the " "  . . . .  . . . . . . .  fort "rom~'"" Servants Alhance" to have o~ a mrger et ~ . . . .  .to be.  completed by the mail•on Apr i l '7 -  ."This is important danger the billpresented "~ tr hich competitions within the 
shareholders ~ unable to postmarked March 15 ---: bu.smess. It's not a joke to the public servants in across . . . . . . . .  me court y w_.,o_ bureaucrntm" structure 
attend.the mgeting..T.he Mayner telephoned most wzth "the post office Canada as "part of a mcmaea me prevenu n . . . .  • . . . .  ol . . . .  lnflexea pensions tamer  man tne old, proxy~orm, in'oraer ~o~e of the other shareholders anymore, large proposalto inhibit ' t rad i t iona l ,  mer i t  
counted alung~ with ~e and learned they had not "What do we get for tinjonism across the The spokesman said system. "The merit 
rest o~ the votes, hadtobe reeeiv.ed theirs before what we ' revay i~ '~"he  country." Hadvick ex- "federal employees had sys tem a l lows  
receivedby a Vancouver then either. -~ asked. - - ' * - "  plainedthe process tarts better win this battle for favour i t i sm and 
J~ l ' l  l - "~ ' t  ~ ° " Co l  umb ° with the federal  public the sake of unions corruption to breed in the 
I n  sh  mias t  year  servant unions and is ever here" s " 
~enneay said mat a spokesman said. f°ll°wedbYth~ nr0vincia! .yw.  . . . .  ystem , one PSAC 
1.76 die,  149 ,653 .  , 'n]ured $122  m ll on" " pa;d" 
• iinI or :iers compensat ion  c la ims  
The 1977 annual report tabled last week in the 
Of the Workers' Com- 
pensation • Board of 
British Columbia was 
Public Servants Alliance Hadvick said that the Kennedy pointed out that The Brief attacked the The Labour Councils 
Commission met in the PSAC was aware of a nearly all MPs were fiscal policies of both the called upon the Govern- 
' Federal and Provincial ments to take remedial 
were completed late in 
1977 after nearly four 
years of preparation in 
co -operat ion  wi th  
management and labour 
in B.C. The regulations 
represent  min imu,  
requirements for healt 
and safety standards i. 
industries within tht 
scope of the Workers' 
Compensation act. 
Governments. It noted action and end their 
that wage controls and "whimsical ~l ief  in the 
~ unitive tax. increases free enterpnse myth." 
ave dampened the Rational planning rather 
economy. . . "  cost ing than Corporate tax 
thousands of jobs and  concessions is needed. 
robbing workers of The Councils noted that 
millions of' dollars." In "...secondary industry 
order to cover up this can and must be 
fiscal mismanagement, developed on a scale: 
myths have been created acceptable to the local 
by Business and populace ... (and th~at) 
Government leaders, resource  rape on a 
Myths that blame massive 'scale, as has  
workers and the unem- been practised in the 
ployed for the current past, profits only the 
resession. • large corporations." 
"The impression is The Brief is to be 
given that ~e unem- dislributed to all levels of 
ployed are lazy people Government his .week. 
Ditoh Danger Discussed 
A six-foot ditch o'n Mills flowing water in the 
was described as an bottom. During spring 
"ever present danger" to and fall rains, the ditch 
children playing in the can fill with water, the 
area, according to a 24- spokesman for the 
s ignature  pet i t ion  petitioners aid. 
presented to Terrace One n~eighborhood 
council Monday night, woman pulled two 
T o n y O' C o n n o r ,  children from the ditch 
spokesman for the neigh- recently, O'Connor said. 
burs and father of a nine Council members  
month old daughter, was learned that the ditch is 
at the meeting to ask not used for drainage and 
council to remedy the there appears to be no 
situation this year by reason for it. They voted 
either installing a to refer the matter to 
protective barrier or public works committee 
installing culverts and who will study costs of 
hack filling., filling ~ the ditch for 
" I  reanse that the possible inclusion in the 
economy of our area is 1978 budget. 
not what, it could be and Ald. Alan Soutar was 
that strains arb placed on opposed to putting the 
the municipal budget," matter off. He suggested 
O'Connor stated, "but in council begin work on the 
¢iew of this obvious d i tch  immediate ly  
hazard especially to because of its potential 
children as well as adults danger. 
I feel confident hat the However, Aid. Jack 
mayor and council will Talstra said council does 
act wisely before a not havethe expertise to 
.tragedy occurs." " make a dicision ira- 
The ditch is more than mediatley, and the ditch 
six feet deep, he said, and should be locked at by 
commonly has two feet of engineers. 
Williams. . rate for 1978 would named cha i rman,  
B.C. Legislature by, the . The~ report indicates remain unchanged' from Jerome B. Paradis, vice- 
Minister of  Labour, !the that 149,653work injuries, last year, although there chairman, S.H. Brown. 
Honourab le  Al lan industrial diseases and were ehanges in the rates commiss ibner  and 
. ~ j jQ  = fatalities were reported of some classes and sub- Dennis Davis, corn' 
~ O i 'HO w| ro$  bur  , .  to the Board last year, 'classes of industry, missioner. 
representing an increase 
oon- ra&u laA|on~ $ |  [ i  Maximum wage rate on The new Board Of 5.19 per cent over 1976. which a worker's corn- initiated a com- 
Reported fa ta l i t ies  
• totalled 176. Ex- 
'~[ WOULD L IKE '  TO. EXPRESS MY MOST penditures for com- 
S INCERE CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL pensat io~ 'c la ims  
PARTICIPANTS IN THE TERRACE'KITIMAT- amounted to $122,741,298. 
,VERNON-I~ARTICIPACTION CI'L4-LLENGE: I Assessable : payroll 
'AM DEL IGHTED WITH THE NUMBER OF from the Board's 64,362 
PEOPLE WHO TOOK' PART IN THIS. COM" employer accounts in 
PET IT ION.  ONCE AGAIN . .  1977 came to 
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL. HON. ~ IONA $ui491~000,000 (provisional figure). The 
CAMPAGNOLO lVIP SKEENA MINISTER OF board determined .that 
STATE FITNESS AND AMATEUR SPORT. ! .the overall assessment 
pensation benefits can be p r e h e n s i v e a d - 
calculated*was adjusted min is t rat ive  budget 
to $17,600 for 1978 from sys tem,  e~fect ive  
the 1977 maximum of January 1, 1978, designed 
.$15,600. to improve financial 
reporting and promote 
Major events during cost consciousness. 
~e  year included the 
February  appointment The revised WCB In- 
by'.Mr. Williams of the dustriai . Health and 
new four-man Board of Safety regulations, which 
Commiss ioners .  Dr. became e f fec t ive  
Adam S. Little was JanuarY fo r  this year, 
IJate in the year, 
construction was com. 
pleted on the Board's $18 
million rehabilitation 
complex, the Leslie R. 
Peterson Rehabilitation 
Cent re  in Richmond. 
. . | 
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O'I~TAWA (CP) -- A 
special government bill 
to ban a p0.~tal strike 
Postal strike ban law seems l ikely to pass 
during.a federal election 
campmgn appeared to be 
on its way to becoming 
law Tuesday after' the  
Commons gave 'R  ap- 
proval in principle., 
But the New 
Democrat i c  Par ty  • 
refused a government re- 
quest to whip the 
measure through all 
stages of Commons 
consideration i one day 
and predicted the 
measure will not come up 
for a final Commons Vote 
until Friday. 
" I f  the government 
wants the bill, it will have 
to Stay here and do it," 
said Stanley Knowles, 
NDP Housg leader and 
MP for Wihn~l~eg North 
Centre. -- -- 
During the debate, 
several opposition MPs  
said they ,expect an 
election +call "any day 
now." 
, P rogress ive  Con- 
servatives upported the 
bill because they said a 
postal strike would be 
disruptive. But they 
objected to the last- 
minute move to deal with 
a problem that should 
have been '~ dealt with 
before an election was mend) said the govern- Social Credit 8, In- 
looming, meEt should have de- dependent 4, vacant 11. 
Knowles said the layed the bill until after ~ TO COMMITTEE 
g o v e r n m e n t w a s the conciliation hearings, Because the NDP 
"pushing the panic button "so all interested parties refused the special ap- 
too soon." will discuss the matter in proval needed for speedy 
NO THREAT a more relaxed at- passage,nthe bill goes to 
"Thefactof thematter mosphere." the Commons labor 
• committee today and if it 
is ... there is no threat The la te -even ing  is approved there, 
yet," said Knowles. recorded vote to give the Knowles aid it cannot be 
But the bill, introduced bill approval in principle" debated on the final 
Monday as conciliation was 152-TO-16 with the reading stage in the 
hearings into the postal NDP opposing it along ComE, otis until Friday. 
dispute started, likely with five Social Credit After that it would have 
will provoke the members and two in- to go to the ,q~,ato s,d 
Canadian Union of Postal • dependent MPs. 
Workers (CUPW), he , Standing in the 264.seat 
said. n Commons is Liberal 137, 
Social Credct critic-" P rogress ive  Con- 
nLeonel Beaudoin.(Rich- servative 88, NDP J6, 
Given two years to live 
fights cancer and wins 
When he was a law young lawyers, two years of massive 70 biopsies w~re taken, 
student, Richard De- . "It 's been like winning chemotherapy trea~nent and his appendix was 
vefiney was told by his alottery," Deveuneysaid and major surgery, removed. 
doctor he bad a rare form in an interview Tuesday. Twice he went bald During this time, ,he 
of cancer and had less "When I was told I had because of. side effects wrote exams in his last 
than two,years TO live. two years to live, I from.u'oatment, year in law, articled with 
That was three years thought I had won a He wasi~ld July, S, 1975, a law firm and took the 
ago. lottery in reverse. Now after .an operation to bar admission course. 
During that time, that it's three years later remove a lUml~ from a He has now been given 
Devenney married and and thisis happening to testicle, ~at  he had a a clean bill of health by 
bought a home, and on me, I feel I've fin" ally won rare form of car~eei'-- his doctors and faces the 
Thursday will be for- the lottery the fight way embrynal ce l l  cat'- future with opt imism.._ 
really sworn in as a around." cinema. 
Devenney is convinced " • He said he wants people 
he ba~; his cancer beaten. "I  !old the doctor ight to- realize diagnosis of 
then mat I'd fight it and cancer is not a death 
HAS OBLIGATION n beat it," he said. . sentence, and that having 
He saidhe feelsa moral "It was a very bravado a strong and op- 
obligation to tell e ther th ing  to say. The doctor, timistienapproach can be 
eancer victims of his case just looked at me." a positive factor. 
so they will continue to The cancer soon spread " I 'm less ambitious 
have hope. to his lungs and later he now, more willing TO be 
"I want to tellpeople faced major surgery in happy hnd ,enjoy life. 
not togive up without a which tl~e lymph glands "I!m also in awe of 
fight." running delvE the trunk of what a fabulous thing the 
Devenney underwent his body w~re removed, human body is." 
One narwhal, three whales 
still, trapped off E. coast 
lawyer along with his bar 
admission class of almost 
1,000 students: 
Deveuney has also been 
chosen as a law clerk to 
the chief justice of On- 
tario. Seventen students 
from the bar admission 
course are selected each 
year to s~rve in the 
Ontario Supreme Court, a 
position that is handed 
out to the most pron~isfng 
thrbugh routine royal 
~ssent before taking 
.~ffect. 
Jean-Claude Parrot, 
:)resident of 23,000- 
member CUPW ~aid in 
an interview "there is no 
doubt this bill is a 
provocation and it may 
prompt some reaction by 
our people." 
"But at the same time, 
that might be what the 
government would like." 
After concil iation 
hearings end, in about 
(CP) , Four whales icebreaker Sir Humphrey whales all winter, said 
remain inside an  ice- Gilbert cut  a path  Tuesday night a west 
~roereu cove.at tian s through a half-mile wind is needed ~o getthe 
~ay,  in ,  normeastern barrier of ice Monday ice out of the bay. Tne 
~ewtounmanu. ,oesp~m night in hopes that the. wina was mowing east 
enor~s ny an ~ceoreazer whales would find their Tuesday. n 
to cut a path for th~m'~O ~~way:: 'ouL~ '~, ~. -+:" ~':i .:" :. He.said the whales'are 
freedom +and+~e open . . . .  . . afraid to leave until all 
sea. * +~. ~:+~ ~ .~.: :.~ ~'~:' ,-~cientists from the U.S.~+~the ic : drifts ,~ ouL ~ i~elley 
Residents say the three and Canada have been in said the weather is :mild, 
humpbacks and a' nat- the area for several days so it should be only a few whal because he was courage people in agencies and the four 
whal were seen Tuesday studying the mammals days. ,. unsure whether it was Terrace ~.~6rm their own main political parties. 
afternoon in the area in and trying TO find a Way He said the channel cut taking food. - . .branch. " .... .. " . Establishment of the 
which they, have been to get them into the open. by the icebreaker :has .. Pelley and. !ederal Helen Patenaude,  council was the~-esult of 
trapped ~ince early Cyril Pelley, a' filled up with loose t.mnerms o.mclms con- secretary on the board of the 1976 Conference on 
winter. + ' Springdale btminessman broken ice. unue Kee.pmg. a. close directors, explained to an . the Family which came 
T h e C an  a d i a n. who has been feeding the Pelley said the whales . .watcn  on me wnmes, audience at a Tuesday up with that recom- 
• Huge Quebec " ' i l fo i l "  luncheon that the B.C. mendationaswel lasthe J ' i~ l l~ i~ i l~  Councilfor theFami ly  is recommendat ion  to 
• • ~ IM[~I I I I~U|  a p.rovinC.e-wicte proclaim,and celebrate 
, m i s s i l e  s i te  + - " orgamzat ionwmcna,ms Family Month in May  p ovincm Thompson mmge oo  
- . . . .  rivers ~, ,,,~o~ ,~, , .  ~uu. t  ou said "ruesnay toat • " '""h-te" er we c-n do •" " " • • . • . ' • . ,+ ~ v u DEer recommenDations • . Eurasmn mflfofl weed Vernon pathologist :-+"--'-~"-"" -n "~ -+ a . . . .  
• . . • mutv ,uum,y  , u ,v item me coherence were could ulhmatel destro Ross Wflcock stud that - • . P rogress ive  Con- N.B., to Antigua for . . Y Y • • group to support family compiled into a book all fish m the Okanagan while ]t may  be . . . .  , +. 
servative MP Elmer testing. He said Space .. . reasonable for 2 4 D to be life is what were  reflectmgwha m wrong 
MacKay (Central Nova) Research owns 600,000 rakes system. , t" abou,t" she said " wRh" famflms' " "and how 
asked Wednesday why a acres spanning the Peter Scales, public used by properly- " 
Quebec firm astride the Canada-U.S. border, at information co-ordinator qualified persons "it is u==.  - • 
Canada-Vermont border Highwater,' ,Que., and for the British Columbia highly dangerous to be. • R l l r ln~I r  ~r l~ l IA  
aquatic plant " man- used by the public." • . . - -  . . . . . .  - - . - _ .~ . . . . . .  
is testing missiles in An- Troy, Vt. The company so'~m#nf ~o-ram told a Three  nrov inc ia l  ~yScott'Browes snoppewas entered via a 
tigua, and whether it is has its own special -~, ........ ," . . . . .  Io " meeting held to discuss government scientists .Kitim~tRCMP report a .rig pole put through the 
shipping arms to South customs arrangements, , ,~ of the herbicide 2a-D told the meetin~ that stogie vehicle accident on mght-bars at the en- 
Mrica and Israel. he said. m~;t ~, ,~,  ,~ ¢;~h ,,'~,~d there Would be no'~lan~er Gannett Street in Kitimat. trance to the store in 
MacKay asked Defence "I  am intrigued by the come-a%u~ ~ w~en"~t~e TO either animal or f~sh Tuesday.. Owner of the Kitimat City. Centre. A 
Minister Barney Danson apparent size and lifet~rom controlled use of vehxcle m Lucy Cntchiey small quanhty of met- 
in the Commons whether resources of this corn- weed decayed, of Gull Street Kitimat. cnannise was reported 
two weeks, Parrot said 
CUPW executives will 
meet to carefully cc:- 
sider their stratogy. 
Normally, the union 
would have• the right 
under the Public Service 
Staff Relations Act to 
strike seven days after 
the conciliation board 
reported. 
The postal clerks and 
mail sorters represented 
by CUPW have been 
without a contract since 
June 30. 
he is aware that Space 
Research Corp. is in- 
volved in "the 
manufacture ,  de- 
velopment,  testing, 
shipment and in- 
ternational Sale of. arma- 
ments which include gun 
shells and types of 
missiles." 
Dansonsaid he will ask 
External Affairs Minister 
Don Jamieson about it. 
He later told reporters 
that as far as he knows 
lhe company manufac- 
t~lrers ammunition for 
,+,mall arms. 
MacKay told reporters 
~he company is shipping 
°~rms from Saint John, 
Con't from. 
allow clearance,' he said. 
In a telephone con. 
versation with Jim 
Lynch, district Coroner, 
the Daily Herald learned 
the tentative date for an 
open inquest into the 
death of Trevor Franz 
has been set for 7:30 p,m, 
May 2nd, at the Terrace 
Court House. 
• "The public is welcome 
to attend the inquest, 
since.the purpose of it is 
to bring out all the facts 
pertinent to the cause of 
death." Lynch said he 
would have liked to have 
held the inquest earlier, 
but even the May second 
date is. "tentative" 
pany," MacKay said. 
He said he wants TO find 
out the final destination 
of the arms going to 
Antigua . ' , ' 
, ,  - . 
I thmk I know where 
they are going, but I want 
to get the minister 
(Danson) to respond." 
He .said he is not 
making allegations, but 
just' asking exploratory 
questions. It is possible 
that the testing in An- 
tigua is some• kind of 
work for MATe, but it 
could also involve the 
sale. of+arms to South 
Africa and Israel, he 
said. 
page one 
because photographs of 
the accident have to be 
~ rocessed and developed y the RCMP Photo Lab 
section in Ottawa. The 
Ottawa Lab is notoriously 
slow in returning the. 
films, and sufficient ime 
has to be allowed for that 
purpose. 
MICHAEL 18 CHAMPION, 
TORONTO (CP) , "--  
Michae l  Rohland, tO, of 
Toronto, is Canada's new 
Junior chess champion, The 
Grade 13 student will 
represent Canada at the 
world Junior chess cham. 
ptonships this.summe~ in
Austria. 
"As it decays a lot 
ofnthenutrient goes into But Jay Lewis, a The vehicle apparently 
the water and soil and member of the South 'slid out of control and 
this leads to rapid aging Okanagan Environ- struck a telephone pole. 
of the lake," he said. mental Coalition, which Damage was estimated 
"Oxygen levels are has been fighting use of as minimal. 
reduced to such a point the herbicide, said There were no injuries 
that present species uch government scientists reported. . 
as the salmonides (trout) have so far failed to show " A watch was found in 
may cease to exist." that the herbicide will be the • Kitimat HoteJ 
Scales also said that if safe. He said the burden Tuesday. Owner may 
the weed is not con- is on the government to claim by description at 
trolled, it is possible it prove that there would be the RCMP station. 
would spread into the no dangers to humans' Two break and enters 
Shuswap Lake system before ,~,~-D is used in were'reported in Kitimat 
and from there into the Okanag~ff Lake• ' Tuesday. Ye  Wise Owl 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
" Business 
.+ llot listed, in our 
+ B.C. Tel D,reotory. 
~ ~J )  , TERRACE VETERINARY MEDICAL CE~ITRE- 635-3300 
~ '  AURORAANIMALHOSPITAL.+3S.2040 ' 
I~  ..~ ' BOYDS+)BODY SHOP * 635.9410 ' 
The union has asked for 
the  right to negotiate 
pro. osed technological 
changes to eliminate 
adverse effects on the 
membership. CUPW also 
has asked for an end to 
the use of casual, non- 
union labor in the post 
office. 
Attempts at direct 
negotiation failed sonthe 
government requested 
the appointment of a 
conciliation board last 
November. 
i ' !  
Members of the B.C. Council for the Family co-orctinator Connie Hawley with Rev. John 
Maureen Okerstrom, Helen Patenaude, and. Stokes. 
See need for family 
s~m ~capO~eoplem a~o . a" la l '~ ' l l ' l l - l l~ l ld l " l ; l  ha l~1141a l~ 
have been trying to help ... K .~ql J  LL1 . J LK . / . L1 .  J t .KIL, , . t  qLI ' 
them. The whales came . . " 
toward .them when. they byDounaVallieres The council, which is they can cope with their Many church groups " 
approacneo, ana tOllOWea Members of the B C • _ .  • . . . . . . .  . . !. _ • • non-sectarian and non- problems, have marriage enrich-, 
melt  opa l  mr0 :me ~Councit'tor. me+, + 'ami ly  political, is made up of "Every  conceivable ment programs;.she~aid, 
cna~el.. +.~ <+  .++..,.:_ wereinTerrace:this+week,~ representatives+; from problem is touc~d-upon : but.lieople~ivho.,+~'reLnoto} 
ve.ey. . , .ex.presse~.. , ,  to explain the, purpose.,ot .... religious +` bodies, ~'dhnic in"-the ;b'ook~i ,, Mrs... ch~rch:membe~,isheuld-iJ 
concern aoout me nat the council and to en • " " ' " groups,  communi ty  Patenaude said. also.have the opportunity 
• of these programs which 
T h e s e r e c o m - "keep families strong.!" 
mendatious have formed 
the basis of the council's The council secretary 
efforts, also suggested the for- 
The B.C. Council for the mation of parent ad- 
Family. focuses on four viNery groups attached to 
major areas: Marriage the Schools. 
preparation, marriage It is important for 
enr ichment,  parent .parents to be familiar 
advisory groups and with courses their 
,family time together, children are taking, ~uch 
Mrs. Patenaude said as sex education, so they. 
can have some "postive" 
there is a need for couples input into education. 
planning on marriage to 
prepar~ for this ira- The last major point 
portant step~ Mrs. Patenaude spoke on 
She pointed .to one was the need for families 
study which showed that to set aside one night a 
where couples had not week for the family. 
participated in a Coupled with this i~. 
marriage preparation encouraging May as 
program, one in. four Family Month as a time 
marriages failed within- for thinking about the 
10 years. The failure rate family as the basic unit of 
tOT those who had been soc ie ty . . .  
involved, in a program ' 
was one in 55. Many people in the the herbicide, missing. audience expressed in- 
terest in forming a local 
branch of the B.C. • Dec' Cartage was the 
scene of thievery 
Tuesday when some tools 
were stolen from the back 
of the transport shop. 
!'tdi, 
We're TERRACE OIL BURNER SERVICES - 63S.4227 THE~(~BY HUT. 635.9393 
J i l l  - -  / .,.,,,,,+ wo,,<s,o,,.,..,., 
/ 
Here! o,+,,,, Free .  for ONE month  courtesy of THE 
DAILY  HERALD , .  
I 
I f  you  w ish  your  Bus iness  Phone ~ r m - ~ = a W  , 
d 
llsted for your customers please call U@U'U@U I 
i * . . .  .:~:~:.~::.:~;~;~;~;~`~::~;~::;:~:~;~;~;~;~:~;``:~;:;:;~;~:~;:::;:::;:~:::~:~:::::~:;:~:;~:~::;~.;~;.:.~;~;.~.;~;~;~:.~;.;.;.;~.;~;~;~:.~.;.~.~.~.:.~.~.~.;. 
Once people are 
married, it is still im- 
portant for them to look 
at the relationship and 
focus on what is right 
about it, Mrs. Patcnaude 
said. " - 
Council for the Family 
and were advised to 
contact Arlene Gohden at 
635-4324 for more .in. 
formation.. 
• .:. . . . .  - :,,-,~,., , :,,~.~r~v.., . ' t,~.lm~ ~ ~:~:  . . 
! 
CHILD CARE 
WORKER, vacancy, 
$138.00 per week, 
Requires a mature, child 
care duties supervision 
and care of children. 
THE HERALD, Thursday, April 13, 1978, PAGE $ 
Jo5 Opportunities. Poor have right to drink too Profits from 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Don The increasedtaxes Queen ofPrinceRupert. Jim He~,vittcalledonthe budget leak 
STREETWORKER, 1 
vacancy, $138.00 per 
week, to work with youth 
and community liason. 
COOKS, various openings. 
$3.25 per hour. Speciality 
cooking. 
REGISTERED NURSES, 
2 openings, $7.90 per hour. 
Registered in medical 
surgical shift work, 8-4, 4-12, 
12-8. 
, ELECTRICIAN. I 
vacancy, I.W,A. rate. Must 
be certified. 
NIGHT AUDITOR-DESK 
CLERK, $5.13 per hour 
depending on experience. 
Must be able to handle full 
audit duties and desk cla'k 
duties. 
ACCOUNTANT, 1 opening, 
$1,200 per month depending 
on experience. Must be fully 
experimced and know how 
to do a full set of books, in. 
eluding a financial 
statement. 
HEAD TECHNOLOGIST, 
1 opening, $1286 per month 
depending on experience• 
Must beable to supervise lab 
staff, machine maintenance 
program and advise duty 
rota. 
AUTO MECHANICS, 
Various openings, $9.00 per 
hour up to $9980, depending 
un experience, various 
-,~mings. Must be Journey 
HAIRDRESSER, 1 
vacancy, commission, 
licensed experienced ap- 
plicants only• 
SAWFITTER, I vacancy• 
$9.60 ½ hour uncertified, 
$9.80 ½ hour certified. Must 
have minimum of one years 
experience arbide'aed land. 
WAITER.WAITRESSES, 
various openings at various 
wages. Should have ex- 
perience serving of liquor. 
SENIOR AR- 
RTITECTURAL DRAFT- 
SMAN, I vacancy, $800.00- 
$1500.00 per month. Must be 
experienced, assisting in 
BABYSITTER, various 
vacancies, $7.00 -$10•00 
per day. Two letters of 
Referrunce is requ i red .  
STREETWORKER, 1 
opening, $138.00 per 
week. To work with youth 
and community liason. 
For information on any of 
the above ~ontact Terrace 
Office of the Canada Em- 
ployment Centre, 4630 
OFFICE CLERK various 
openings, various salary 
details Must have 40-45 
W.P.M. lnvoiceing telex 
and must have cash 
expereince toclear 
Lockstead  (NDP-  
Mackenzie) accused the 
• British Columbia gov- 
ernment Tuesday of 
penalizing the poor, the 
working man and the 
unemployed by in- 
creasing tobacco and 
liquor taxes. 
"The people who are 
really getting hurt again 
are the poor people," 
Lockstead told tha B.C. 
legislature during budget 
debate• 
"The millionaires on 
the government side can 
well afford to pay $5 for a 
pack of cigarettes, and 
$50 for a bottle of wine, if 
they have to," the chain- 
smoking MLA said. "The 
poor, the working and the 
were part of the $4.28 
'billion budget presented 
Monday by Finance 
Minister Evan Wolfe, and 
will be used to partly 
offset he reduction of the 
provincial sales tax to 
five per cent from seven 
per cent. n 
Lockstead urged the 
provincial government to
assist the federal 
government on the con- 
strdction and operation of 
an airport on Campbell 
Island at Bella Bella 
which would serve the 
mid coast, n 
The NDP tran- 
sportation critic also 
called for lighting at the 
Powell River municipal 
airport and urged the 
CUT OFF ROUTE 
He said the B.C. Ferry 
Corporation cut Ocean 
Falls off the route after 
me month and the 
.'ommunity will not have 
my transportation for 
'ive months this summer• 
He said the reason- 
)given was that it was 
hree hours off the 
• eguiar run. 
"But that's ridiculous, 
~ecause I happen to know 
hat if they had a few 
nore people at Prince 
.:tuport to service that 
tassel and shorte;, the 
,ay-over at Pchice. 
Rupert, they could easily 
make up those three 
hours there and call on 
Ocean Falls, and create a
unemployed have a right government to  continue few jobs at the same 
to a pleasant drink and a the ferry service to Ocean time." 
good smoke too."  Falls provided by the Agriculture Minister 
Wiretaps "in the public 
interest", RCMP claims 
OTTAWA (CP) -- A 
senior RCMP officer 
testified Tuesday that he 
violated policy in allow- 
ing wiretaps and he 
withhelb this information 
from superiors. 
Ass i s tant  Com- 
missioner T. S. Venner 
told a royal commission 
into RCMP wrongdoing 
urging terrorists to vio- 
lence late in  1971. He 
justified it on the basis of 
national security. 
Venner, Cobb and 
Sexsmith not  only 
tolerated illegal RCMP 
investigative activity but 
they stood silently by 
while superior officers 
and politicians denied it 
subordinates did not do 
the same• 
The Protection of 
Privacy Act of 1974 
enabled the RCMP to 
carry out wiretaps Under 
authorization from a 
i udge, but it has left the aw cloudy on whether 
dPoliee can legally enter a 
welling to install sur- 
veillance devices. 
B.C. Fer~y Corporation to 
provide space on the 
ferries for the advertise- OTTAWA (CP) -- Ed where finance ministers 
ment of B.C.-grown Broadbent, federal NDP 
products, leader, called Tuesday 
"There are thousands for an inquiry into whal 
of B.C. residents and he said was a leaknoi 
thousands of tourists that budget details, saying 
travel on those ferries such a leak could have led 
each year. They would be to windfall profits. 
able to see the type of Imperial Oil stocks 
luality products, we grow 
n the province. I think it 
would help our agricul- 
ture industry a great 
deal•" 
Briefs 
L IA ISON WAS 
• ACKING 
OXHEY, England (CP) 
--Before lunch, a council 
workman laboriously 
painted broken white 
lines down the centre of a 
smart residential road in 
this Hertfordshire town. 
After lunch, he found the 
road had been resurfaced 
by council contractors. 
ONE DOWN, EIGHT TO 
GO 
NEWCASTLE-  
UNDER-LYNE, England 
(CP) --  Abigail, a tabby 
Cat, used up one of her 
nine lives recently when 
she survived a 200-mile 
journey under the hood of 
a neighbor's car. Abigail 
made the return journey 
in the same car--this 
went up Tuesday mor. 
ning and the budget 
announcement Monday. 
night contained increased 
allowances for oil 
producers• Broadbent 
said it is possible the al- 
lowances were known 
before the announcement 
since other budget details 
became pub l i c  
prematurely in the 
media• 
Financ~ Minister Jean 
Chretien rejected the 
allegation, saying the 
stocks did ndt go up until 
after the bridget was an- 
nounced, n 
"If the stock had gone 
up yesterday Perhaps he 
would have a case," 
Chretien said. "In my 
judgment he has no case 
now." 
Bfoadbent demanded 
that Chretien order an 
inquiry into the apparent 
leaks from the budget 
which traditionally is 
kept secret until it is an- 
nounced. If Chretien 
refused, a parliamentary 
committee should in- 
have resigned because of 
leaked budget in- 
formation. 
Broadbent cited 
specific details about a 
provincial retail sales tax 
cut announced in the 
budget and published 
Saturday in the Toronto 
Star. He also said CTV 
television broadcast 
details about tax breaks 
for industrial research 
and development on the 
weekend• 
DENIES LEAK 
Chretien said neither 
he nor his officials leaked 
any information and 
stressed the retail sales 
tax cut deal required con- 
sultations with provincial 
ministers, starting about 
two weeks ago. 
Chretien emphasized 
that he presented the idea 
to the provinces as a 
hypothesis and did not 
tell them until Monday 
afternoon that he was 
going ahead with the 
plan. 
Chretien said he made 
no mention of' the oil 
allowance or provisions 
other than the tax cut in 
his talks with provincial 
ministers. 
Jerome said in two 
Br i . t ish precedents  
. Broadbent cited, the 
matter was not 
deportation 
he would doit  again "in was taking place, time on the back seat. 
machine and take cash Lazdle Avenue or phone 635- the public interest." KEEPS QUIET n Commissioner Donald 
counts. 7134. , A s s i s t a n t C o m - V euner acknowledged Rickerd was surprised to FR I E N D S W E R E 
missionernMurray that while he was find that not only his car ' SHOCKED 
CHINGFORD, England U S couple f a c e  Sexsmith, in charge of covering-up the fact that but his other pessessions 
RCMP security service his junior officers in could be moved for the (CP) -- Fireman Gary 
• • operations, has told the Toronto were--against purposes of bugging Ashmore shocked friends 
commission he felt then RCMP policy, .and them. t when he turned up for 
solicitor-general Francis 
found at a library. 
Office workers begum 
suspicious, Laughton 
said, the RCMP were 
advised, and the two were 
arrested when the left the 
building. 
CASE 'BIZARRE' 
Marshall began hm 
submission.by calling the 
circumstances bizarre. 
He said Peter Powell 
was employed by a 
private; security f i rm in 
the U,S. and, during that 
employment, uncovered 
a cache of weapons, in- 
c lud ing .automat ic  
machine guns. 
Marshall said Powell 
was arrested for 
possession of those 
weapons and was in 
custody when he received 
a death threat from 
underworld figures who 
were believed to be 
owners of the machine 
guns. 
While Powell was still 
in custody, Marshall said, 
he escaped from a 
hospital and went with his 
wife to Vancouver. They 
then tried to gather 
material to gain 
Canadian citizenship. 
-VICTORIA (CP) -- A 
California man and 
woman who said'they fled 
here after being 
threatened by un. 
derworld figures were 
convicted Tuesday in 
provincial court of 
~ rsonation for gain after ey attempted to obtain 
birth certificates of dead 
persons. 
Lawyer Scott Marshall 
told Judge Blake: Allan, 
• thaLiPeter Glen Powell,  
~0, and his wife Jean 
.Marie Powell, 19, were 
attempting to settle in 
Canada after fleeing 
from the U.S.n 
Deportation hearings 
have been launched 
against he couple. 0 
The two entered a plea' 
of guilty after being 
charged last Thursday 
and were given a oneday 
sentence. 
Crown counsel Don 
Laughton told Judge 
Allan that the couple 
went to the local Vital 
Statistics office with 
filled-out birth certificate 
applications under the 
dead persons' names 
which they apparently 
Fox was technically 
correct, last June in 
saying an RCMP break-in 
at a Montreal news 
agency office was an iso- 
lated case of RCMP law- 
breaking. 
Sexsmith had been 
asked why he did not set 
Fox straight when he 
knew the minister was 
off-base. 
Chief Supt. Donald 
Cobb has testified he 
drafted a fake message 
More 
homes 
The provincial govern- 
ment's decision to expand 
its home purchade grant 
program to used homes 
could open up as much as 
20 per cent of the market 
to first-time buyers, real 
estate agents said 
Tuesday. 
Current ly,  someone 
buying housihg for the 
first time is eligible for a 
$1,000 grant only if he 
purchases a new home. 
Families do not get 
special concessions. • 
• The proposed increase 
to $2,-500 would be for 
purchasers with children, Man shot to  save  but a British 'Columbia 
Hous ing  Min is t ry  
~' i  spokesman said used father  f rom han ,_ng housiug will also be in- 
cluded in the program. 
A Detroit man, charged body in a hole and then George Yen, president 
with murdering a man covered it .with leaves of the V.ancouver Real 
whose Skeleton was found and branches. Estate Board, said about 
in a shallow grave in Mrs. Shepard  said 20 per eent of the multiple 
North Vancouver, B.C., O'Brien told her his listings for the residential 
did it to save his own father had kclled a man market would qualify for 
father from hanging for in British Columbia and the program. 
an earlier murder, a that at that time, the George  Oikawa,  
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  punishment in Canada executive president of 
Supreme Court jury'was was hanging. Western Realesearch 
told Tuesday. OWED MONEY Corp., said the increased 
Wyne William O'Brien She said O'Brien told grant seems to be a good 
is charged with the her that Vasey claimed thing, but it has to be ex- 
March 17, 1975 murder of he was owed a large amined in more detail. 
Mike Vasey, who al- amount ofnmoney by 
legedly was involved in a O'Brien's father and that, HELP QUESTIONED 
heroin and diamond if the money was not "Iguess the question is 
smuggling operation with paid, Vasey would tell how much is $1,500 more 
O'Brien's father, police of the alleged going to help when you 
The Crown sa),s killing, need $10,000 for a 
O'Brien shot Vasey in me O'Brien later pondered downpayment anyway." 
back of the head while asking God to forgive Sh i re ly ,  Schmid,  
sitting in a. car driven by him, she said. executive director of 
a eompamon. She agreed with . Columbia Housing, a non- 
Marceila Shepard, of defence counsel Glen p r o f i t a d v i s o r y 
Detroit, whose son Randy " ' . ' Orris that her purpose m . association for co- 
was with O'Brien at the corping here  to give operative housing, said 
time of the killing, Crown evidence against she hopes the program 
testified that both men O'Brien was to clear her doesn't lure people into 
left Detroit early in 1975 son's name. " buying a home. before 
for here and returned "My boy was involved, they have thought out the 
three months later. 'but only after the futtire expense of home 
"It was midnight when killing," she said. "His financihg. 
they arrived," said Mrs. mistake was in not going "If you are buying a 
Shepherd. "I sent hem to to police after it hap- $50,000 home--and it's' 
get c leanedup after pened." , ' hard to find anything at 
travelling and told them R a n d y S h e p a r d less than that--y0u will " 
to watch TV for a while, testified later that he was still end up with a $47,500 
"Minutes "later Wyne thrown against the mortgage at 10 per cent if 
came to me and said he windshield from the blast you have no equity in it at 
bad sm/iething important as. O'Brien fired at close all," she said. 
to tell me. He said 'I range, at Vasey's head. "With principal, in- 
killed a man in B.C.'" n " I  asked Wyne if' he terest and taxes, that 
She said she did not was crazy and he just works out to $524 a month, 
believe him, but that he said; 'Drive on.' He had and .you have to havea 
went on to explain how he the look of the devil on $21,000 income to handle 
shot Vasey, buried the him." that," 
vestigate• 
Commons Speaker 
James Jerome promised 
Tuesday to study the 
request. But he warned 
there were several ele- 
ments in the situation 
treatednas a question of 
parliamentary privilege 
which was the procedure 
Breadbent used. 
In one ease a judicial 
inquiry was established 
and in another"  a 
specific instructions from 
his superior,  using wire- 
taps in drug, customs and 
other investigations in 
1973, Parl iament was 
being told that wiretaps 
were not being used in 
such investigations. 
Venner said wiretaps 
were vital in fighting 
crime and he decided the 
public interest warranted 
his going against he pol- 
icy. 
To questions by 
commission counsel J. F. 
Howard,nVeuner said he 
would take the same po- 
sition again and would be 
disappointed if his 
making it quite different par l iamentary  com- 
Vermer said that if this work in this Essex town• from cases in Britain mittee was set up. 
was the only way a bug 
could be implanted, 
podee would be able to 
de fend  tak ing  
automobiles and other [~ J~L~ 
possessions. 
He told Commissioner 
Guy Gilbert this would 
also justify deceiving a 
hotel clerk to gain entry 
to a room to plant a lis- 
tening device. 
"Where do we stop. in 
resorting to deceit?" 
Gilbert asked• 
"Deceit forms a very 
large part of our in- 
vestigative programs," 
Venner repli.ed. • 
Province of British Columbia 
NOTICE 
PUBLIC 
HEARINGS 
REGIONAL DISTRICT 
REVIEW 
Notice is hereby given that a 
public Hearing will be held at 
TERRACE 
Terrace Hotel, 4SSl Grieg Ave. 
Thursday, April 27, 1978 - 2:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
BURNSLAKE 
. - Civic Centre 
Wednesday, April 26, 1978.2:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
i=RINCE RUPERT 
Crest Motor Hotel, 222.1st Ave. W. 
Friday, April 28, 1978- 
I i30 p.m. to 4 p.m. 7 p.m. to 10 p.m; 
MASSET 
Massett Community Centre 
Sunday, April 30,1978- 12 Noon to 4:30 p.m. 
Organizations or individuals who wish ,to 
present a Brief to the Review Committee 
and have not yet Informed the Executive 
Secretary should do so as soon as possible. 
Individuals attending the Public Hearing 
and wishing to make an oral presentation 
are also welcome. 
On behalf of the,Committee 
Brig, Gen, E. D. Danby (Retired) 
Executive Secretary 
Regional District Review Committee 
Suite 206-515 West lOth Avenue 
• Vancouver, B.C. V5Z 4A8 872-2335 
Province of British Columbia 
PUBLIC HEARING 
ROYAL COMMISSION ON 
ELECTORAL REFORM,. 1978 
The following Public Hearings will be held by the Royal Commlulon 
on Electoral Reform, 1978, in the Province of Bdtish Columbia ap- 
pointed under authodty of Order-in-Counc~182, approved January 12, 
1978, namely: 
PRINCE RUPERT ELECTORAL DISTR.ICT 
Prince Rupert-Court Room No. 2, Court House-Tuesday, April 25 at 3 pro. 
SKEENA ELECTORAL DISTRICT 
Terrace-Room No. 2, Terrace Hotel, 4551 Greig Avenue-Wednesday, April 26 
.atlpm. 
Smithers-Court Room, Provincial Government Building-Thursday, April 27 at 
9:30am. 
The Commission will make inquiry into and concerning the need, if 
any, for amendment of the Constitution Act and the Provincial Elections 
Act in order: 
(a) to secure, by whatever edefinition of electoral districts is required, 
proper and effective representation of the people of all parts of the 
Province ijn the Legislative Assembly and that in formulating the 
recommendations to be contained in the report the Commissioner 
take into account where feasible historical and regional claims for 
representation, 
(b) to give cohslderation to alternative methods of voting to •those 
presently used within the Province and elsewhere, 
(c) to give consideration to eligibility requirements tO voters in pro- 
vincial elections, and 
(d) to make inquiry into and concerning the desirablity to assembling 
suitable guidelines regarding the collection and expenditure of 
funds by provincial political parties and by candidates in provincial 
elections, 
(el to make inquiry into and co ncerning the desirability of an iricome tax 
deduction related to contributions to provincial political funds, and 
(f) to make inquiry into and concerning the need or advisability, if any, 
of proposing legislative provisions to prescribe requirements for 
the designation of political parties for the purposes of status in the 
Legislative Assembly. 
All persons desiring to be heard by the Commission at any of the afore- 
mentioned Hearings are requested to forthwith send to the Commission 
at the below noted address a letter of intention to appear and stating 
the nature of their interest. 
Submissions for any of, the above-mentioned Hearings shouldbe de- 
livered to the Commission addressed as follows: 
Royal Commission on Electoral Reform, 1978 
Box 11569, Vancouver Centre 
650 West Georgia Street 
VancouVer, B.C. VtB 4N8 
If time does not permit proper notification, please be available at the 
place of Hearing 30 minutes prior to scheduled Hearing time. 
For further information please contact the Office of the Royal Com- 
mission at 668-3011. ( 
By order of the Commission 
Judge L S. Eckardt 
Commissioner 
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EDITORIAL 
Killer 16 
Some five years ago when I first travelled the 
• Yellowhead Highway-Highway 16, en route to 
become ditor of the Prince Rupert Daily News, 
I obtained my first experience of the hazards 
that are to be encompassed by travellers of that 
road. Especially the last 150 or so miles west 
from Hazelton to Rupert. It became the subject 
for my very first editorial in B.C. I headed it, 
"Yellowhead or Yellow Livered" -- referring to 
the courage it required for anyone to traverse it 
for the second time. 
Since that editorial was published, 5years ago, 
I would estimate that well over 50 persons have 
been killed in accidents along that stretch of 
pavement. 
Once can only guess at the millions of dollars 
of upgrading the 90 mile section between Terrace 
and Rupert has cost the taxpayer in the past five 
years. Two construction camps have been 
maintained almost constantly on points along the 
way, but stranded motorists, held up for many 
hours by rockslides and accidents have com- 
plained these camps were of little use when they 
ran out of gas while waiting for the road to be 
opened. Complaints have also come in, over the 
past couple of years, suggesting waste of tax- 
payers dollars in a variety of ways, all under the 
guise of highway improvements. The proprietor 
of a roadside restaurant near one section of ro~d 
maintainance insisted several pieces of heavy 
equipment would be moved a few feet each day 
just to give the impression work was being done. 
Meanwhile, there are about five major danger 
spots - -  three of them extremely deadly - -  blind 
curves, narrow strips with the road tilting, un- 
fenced, into the Skeena that continue to claim 
lives. Were these few hazards to be removed, the 
rest of the upgrading could continue at its nor- 
mal slow and costly pace, and it would not 
matter so much. But to leave the "killer" spots 
virtually untouched, while millions and millions 
of dollars are spent along the rest of the highway 
seems ext remely-  grossly - -  callously to he 
disregarding the value of human life. With in- 
creased evelopment in the port of Rupert, more 
and larger trucks with semi-trailers will be using 
Highway 16. What will it take --a busload of 
school kids travelling to a hockey game to have a 
head-on collision --  before something-is done 
about R? 
Lap .of Luxur  
R is comforting to know that while there are 
tragic instances of excessive cruelty to dogs, 
such as the dog left chained under a trailer in 
Thornhill, until it apparently starved to death, '-- 
in some parts of'Canadathere are owners who go 
to the other extreme. (In reporting a happier side, [ 
however, this does not mean we are making a I 
moral judgement nor approving the lavishness I 
involved at a timf when there is such great 
• poverty and need.) 
In the community of Orono, 60 miles east of 
Toronto a enterprising dog lover has set up a 
"Hilton" hotel for dogs to stay while their owners 
are away on vacation. Its full name is "Sun 
Valley's Hilton for Dogs, Ltd." 
For four dollars a day, a dog can have a 
Sunday morning breakfast of pancakes and 
syrup, special snacks of cheese or pizza (or 
whatever he gets a t  home) and three walks a 
c~.y, while living in one of the 100 air-conditioned 
"suites" where, in his lesiure time, he can watch 
television. 
Accordin$ to the hotel's proprietor, television 
has a relaxing effect making the dogs feel more 
at home• 
According to a recent report on the doggie 
"Hilton", one sheepdog ets six slices of toast 
dunked in milk for breakfast,, and six slices of 
French toast dipped in milk in the afternoon. 
Another gets Kr-af[ dinner mixed with her food, 
while one golden retriever has Cocoa Puffs in the 
morning. 60 presents were received for the dogs 
at Christmas. Some owners even call ther dogs 
up to wish them a Merry Christmas. 
Others have phoned from as far away as 
W.urope to say "Hello" to their pets, hoping for an 
acknowledging bark over the phone to reassure 
them they are keeping well and happy and their 
owner has not forgotten them. 
Temperature is maintained at 70 degrees 
fahrenheit he year around in the kennels 
(Kennels?) where there is a staff of 11 -- and 
always someone on duty -- just in ease any pet 
has a restless night. Most of the dogs have their 
equivalent of a security blanket "-- a favorite 
mattress, old shirts, socks, furry slippers or belt. 
Now... if they would only do something for 
those battered kids! . 
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• Ot tawa Of fbeat  
bv Richard Jackson 
Ottawa -- Call it the Greedy Parliament. 
Call ita Parliament that tal~s out of both sides of its 
mouth. 
The figures tell the story. 
They're in the Treasury Board's big Blue Book of 
estimates, and they show that even Parliament is not 
• above cooking the accounts. 
Cost of the Commons and Senate this year, reveals 
the Blue Book, will run $89.056,000 a mere $3.333,000 
more than last year's $85,723,000. 
But last year's Blue Book shows the costs at 
$78,722,OO0. 
The explanaton is that after the initial estimates in 
the Blue Book, Parliament, like every other branch of 
this grasping government, votes itself a few more 
million as needed. 
So the increase this year over last is .actually 
$10,334,000. 
And it has averaged just a shade over $10 million a 
year since 1970, the first full' accounting year after 
Pierre Trudeau took over with Parliament costing a 
mere $20 million. 
So while it prates and preaches about restraint 
Parliament spends another annual $10 million on it- 
self. 
Perhaps in the minds of the Honorable Members 
and Senators, holding the increase to something like a 
steady $10 million is restraint. 
Or as Parliament, in memory of Minister-of- 
Everything C.D. Howe's never-to-be-forgotten 
"What's a million?" today might say, ""What's 10 
times $10 million?" 
The. answer then as now, in relation to Parliament 
accounting for a mere $89 million of the $50 billion of 
government spending, $10 million is, well, admit, 
peanuts. 
But that doesn't get the Honorable Members off the 
hook for looking the other way when Treasury Board 
cooks the books and writes down a $10 million increase 
to just over $3 million.' 
Fiddling the figures is an ancient if not exactly. 
bonorable parliamentary practice. . 
Like the accounting of costs for-participation i
Parliamentary Associations at a neglibible $360,711. 
That's for "administration" ofmembership n six 
Parliamentary Associations; the Commonwealth, t e 
Inter-Parliamentary Union, the NATO Parliamentary 
Association, the Parl iamentary Association for 
Foreign affairs and Trade, the Canada-United States 
Parliamentary Group, and l'Association I tei-national 
des Parliamentaires du Langue Francais. 
Now memberships involve more than just 
belonging. There are fees and there is travel to 
Faraway Places at the taxpayers' expense, and that 
$360311 for administration covers not a vennv of it. 
When the Honorable Members to Lonuon it costs 
o~0nOr more a day for bed ad breakfast at St. Ermins 
• Caxton street, the officially designated Com- 
monwealth otel. Costs are proportional in other 
capitals, Add travel, food, booze, entertainment and 
those expensive "incidentals" and who knows how 
much is involved? Treasury Board isn't telling, not in 
the Parliamentary Estimates anyway. 
Just the other day Canadian parliamentarians at- 
tending a meeting of the Canada-U.S. Association, 
jetted off to New Orleans with their wives, billing the 
taxpayers $26,345 for the outing. • 
It took two and a balf minutes -- or about $10,000 a 
minute - - fo r  a Parliamentary Cornmittes, meeting 
behindelesed doors~ .to okay it.~-... ' i . . . . . .  
: In ~ill' .the. ~d~iiig,-thete~s~ i nothing ~*actually 
disbonest, but there is something tricky: * 
And it bothers honest Stanley Knowles of the NDP, 
now seemingly forever known as "The Conscience of 
flie Commons:" 
He was wondering out loud in public the other hight 
how, when drawing an adequate $26,000 salary, the 
Honorable Members could accept that extra $12,000 i n 
."tax free expenses." 
Stan admits it's tax free alright. But "expenses?" 
"Not", be insists, "when all our services and a great 
deal more are provided. What's left to cover with 
expense money?" 
• . . . . . . . .  . . . . . , .e*  .............. -....•.~.'.r.'.;~;.;.;.;.;'.:;:*';:;.'.:.IV;';';';';';'. 
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"Now for my next trick..." 
I [ I  " 
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Letters to th,  Editor: 
Editor, Terrace Daily when I inquired to the Thus Christian children Scriptural truths. 
Herald; man who picked up the in seculor schools are In the midst of our 
In regards to yourprint dog about what he was greatly influenced by the present society, the 
in yesterday's paper going to do with her, he authority of both teachers Christian school is best 
"Irish Setter Rescued". reluctantly told me that and textbooks to accept prepared to raise 
Let me set your raisin- he was taking her ta a vet many humanistic ideas, children in the discipline 
formed informants and then going to try and eventhoughsuchideasare nd instruction of the ,  
readers straight on the place" her in a' foster in direct conflict with Lord. And graduating 
facts; this dog was not nome. Biblical principles, students go forth wih an 
abused. If he couldn't find a Also many textbooks a p p r e c i a t i o n o f 
She was fed daily and home right away (and are prepared by in- discipline, an un- 
taken for walks. These so I'm sure he will) that the tellectuals committed to derstanding of moral 
ealled "neighborhood deg would be taken to the a humanistic philosophy, values, and a true 
groups" that had thedog Kitimat Animal Shelter. These people are the knowledge of God. They 
"reseued" never rook K i t imat?  What  architects ingreat part of a re  phys ica l ly ,  
into consideration that jurisdiction does Kifimat the lack of respect for emotionally, 
while they were away have over here? What's God in our society, and academica l ly  and 
from home, at work er wrong with Terrace 's  now, their ideas and spiFitually confident to 
whatever (whichthey/do ~:~Animal,SheI~t? " i  ~:~ : 'values~,: a re .  being, face'theiradultlive$'. And~t. 
daily) that maybe th~adeg~ '~ I 'might ai~o'**edd 'tllat' :)~re~t~(! .  a~~:~th ~, to:  ,most importantly;: they i ~,~ 
was being fed while they the SPCA',':~CMP ~of'flie ~' ~uf '~ 'chi dr~n by' ' the posseSs'the ~ awarehesk'of .... 
didn't see it. Neither did Animal Shelter did not authority o f  their texts the most exciting life 
being used in the mission-- service for the 
classrooms. Lord, Jesus Christ. 
The results of teaching Christian Church going 
children that there is no parents efTerrace, is this 
God, no hereafter, and no what you would like to see 
standards are already in our town? Then get 
they approach the owners 
in any manner to inquire 
about it. They jus t  
jumped in and screamed 
abuse until the SPCA 
came, picked up the dog 
and stapled a big notice 
on the owners door saying 
the dog had been 
removed. ' 
Campagno lo  on  
ask the owners about how 
the dog was being treated 
and gave no prior notice 
of removal of the animal. 
I'm willing to stand up 
in court if thats wlmt it 
takes to get the dog back 
to her owners. 
The Setter, or her 
owners did no harm to 
these so called "neigh- 
borhood groups." So this 
is what they Call a free 
being felt. For at least 20 ~ ears now, graduates ave left school with 
diminishing skills, lack of 
purpose, and a sense of 
aimlessness. In the 1960s 
this was seen in sen- 
together and talk it over 
and hopefully ou'll get a 
burden and a vision for a 
"Ter race  Christian • 
academy". 
"ChristianEducator" 
, • ,¢• -¢ . - I .¢ . . . . ,  ; v , ,  • • • , ,  .,,~,,*~,,,,,,,,,,*,,,,~,~,,*,,,,,,, 
Kitimat pOrt 
The following is an MayorThom, he states: 
extract of a speech by "The question of~service 
Iona Campagnolo n the into Kitimat is • based 
development of the port upon a concept hat the 
of Kitimat. The speech port of Kitimat would be 
was d'ellvered on the the northwest point of 
occasion of the Kitimat entry to a road system 
25th ann iversary  giving access to Alaska 
eelehrations about two and the Yukon. I also 
weeks ago. It is published understand that.., this 
for the benefit of those concept is more depen- 
unable to n/tend, dent upon a major high- 
Which brings me to our way policy decision by 
third goal. Per. government.' The 
Development. I had a question of a coastal dock 
long meeting with your at IGtimat is a matter for 
Council,last night, and at decision of the ministry of 
that time reiterated to Energy, Transport and 
them my assistance in Communications and 
obtain'rag every possible perhaps the B.C. Hat- 
federal as];istanee for this hours Board." 
project. However, my In a letter to Cyril 
research indicates quite Shelford dated June 27, 
clearly that the lynch-pin 1977, Charles Gallngher, 
to port development -- B.C.F.C. General 
the catalyst that the other Manager stated: " In  
facilitie~ can be built discussion of the Kitimat 
around is pr~vision ef proposition there has 
B.C. Ferry Corporation been same thought of 
service to Kitimat. ' asking for federal par- 
In a letter dated Ucipatton. The 
December 16, 1977 to proposition is essentially 
Mayor Them, Highways a Provincial Government 
Minister, Alex Fraser considerat ion which 
says "If we were to ext- should not be delayed 
ned Highway 37 to to any degree controlled 
Kitimat we would infer'it by the • Federal Gover- 
was a Trans-Provincial nment ... notwithstanding 
Highway; that is, one that it would be nice to 
with vehicular entry have : :;their financial 
from and to the Province participation." 
at either end. Presently, In a letter dated July 7 
there is no vehicular to Mr. Adrtan Jones, Mr. 
entry at Kitimat and until Gallagl~er stated: " i  
a vehicular roll-on roll- envisi~tl ie Province ... 
off ferry service is in- would be paying for assistance to you. But, in 
stalled to  Kitimat, I common use dock thelungrun, itisyouwho 
believe we should stay facilities at Kitimat, ff a will decide the shape of 
with the present ferry ,terminal would Kitimat's future,you and 
signing." have to fund it. The every committed 
In a letter dated federal  governemnt Kitimatian, and it is you 
December 22, 1977. from might be negotiatled into who will show that 
F.B. Ferries Corporation paying some part ... but I Kitimat does mean 
Minister, Sam Bawlf, to donot know enough about Business. 
country! Its a great .life saless rebellion against 
isn';t't it? all authroity. Today, even 
Just sign me as- this passion has disap- 
A Friendly Neighbour. peared and a generation 
Thank you. . ' without hope is turning to 
• acceptance of welfare 
Editor,  Terrade Daily instead of work. 
Federal-Provincial joint Herald; " But, there is now, an 
funding programs to be There are many •alternative to the 
specific". Parents in this town with foregoing, and one in 
It is not my role to church affiliations, who which Christian youth 
comment #n the are hot too satisfied with can learn by a superior 
Province's efforts in this the kind of education method in an atmosphere 
regard (despite the fact their children are conducive to develop- 
that they have been given presently receiving in our ment of spiritual strength 
an $8 million per year public schools here. and character. 
federal subsidy to do the And while it is true that For, today, in North 
job) bout I have the feeling we already have two America, thousands of 
that ~ey are being separate schools, at- Christian schools are 
somewhat less than fflmted ¢o the church, operating on the basic 
forthright in their there is surely room for belief that there is a 
dealings with Kitimat another such school, here personal God and that He 
and the merry-go-round inTerrace, qs the highest possible 
game has. got to stop Let us look at some of rea l i ty .  Chr is t ian 
whirling away our the problems and teachers,.administraters 
futures.- alternatives then that and parents can now 
'Be that as it may, I face many Christian work together to instill 
want to reassure you that parents here. within students a b~lief in 
i f - -  or should I say when They feel that the God. Christian' schools 
- - the Province commits secular school is no truly reflect Biblical 
itself to ferry service to longer a desirable place Values. 
Kitimat, you will have ' for their children to  At these Christian 
my every effort o tie this obtain their education, schools, students benefit 
in with a proper public because of the from the enforcement of
dock facility, humanistic philosophy standards of conduct as 
I bagan b.~" saying that taught in such schools, outlined in the scriptures. 
the reshzatlon 'of These schools are They learn to distinguish 
Kitimat's goals requires committed to'a belief in between acceptable and 
a co-operative etto~t humanism --manand his unacceptable be~aviour. 
among governments, accomplishments are While their friends in 
industry and eitizens. It is valued as the highest and secular scbools are adrift 
not a contradiction tosay only goal, The existence in a system teaching no 
that your initiatives a re  of  the supernatural is absolutes, the Christian 
the most important, consistently ridiculed and student is ' growing in 
• denied by media and unders tand ing  and 
Our goalsare the same. institutions. . practice of Biblical self 
Our means of attaining A school' system control. 
them are certainly reflects the value'of the * Truth is that which is 
compatible. We have society it serves, set forth in Scripture, and 
made progress Therefore, humanistic -- Christian curriculum 
working together undbYI based schools teach that accents this fact. From 
can continue to be of man is the centre of the origins-of.man to the 
existence and all things study of geometry, a 
are explained by natural Christian curriculum 
terms. . ~inforces what a student 
These kirid.of school~ is taught at home,, in 
also deny standards. Sunday school, and f rom 
Standards of conduct as the pulpit. Each child 
each child is encouraged learns in an environment 
to decide for himself what where all new knowledge 
is right and wrong, is weighed against 
CREATOR HONORED 
PARIS (AP) - -  Joan Ganz 
Cooney, president of the 
Children's Televisioz 
Workshop and creator of 
Sesame.Strest, has been 
awarded the 1977 prize for 
education by the Institute de 
la Vie. Sesame Street is in its 
ninth year on American tele- 
vision and is also telecast in 
30 other countries in 1O 
languages. 
NO RULES SAYS YVES 
PARIS (CP) - -  Yves St. 
Laarent says there are no 
longer any rules in the 
fashion world. "You must 
mix clgthas," he said durlna 
a preview of his Rive Gauche 
collection which opms April 
II. "~ am making things for 
modern life-giant blousons, 
ptmovers, pants, practical 
coats and huge shawls." 
DISCOVERS BEAUTY 
AIDS 
CAIRO' (CP). -- Ar- 
cheologists say they have 
discovered the secret of 
Queen Nefertiti's legendary 
t~a.ut~. Tocleanse the pores 
of ner skin she used facial 
mesksof honey, milk and 
flower pollen. To keep her 
skin soft, she used a potion of 
orchid leaves and honey, and 
into her bath went he oils of 
80 herbs and fruits. 
WOMEN OFFERED 
COURSES 
DURBAN (CP) --South 
Africa is offering 12-month 
coarses for .women who are 
interested in military set-. 
vice. After 17 weeks of basic 
training as clerks or com- 
munications operators, the 
women can live at home and 
work tat military bases near 
thclr~homes. 
ACQUIRES PAINTING 
TOLEDO, Ohio (AI~.) -- 
The Toledo Museum of Art 
has acquired the Vmetinn 
Renaissance painting 'The 
Flight Into Egypt by Jacopo 
Basssno. Bassano, who was 
born Jacopo da Ponte around 
1515, painted this work in 
1545. It was acquired last fall 
in Britain with funds from f 
the Edward Drummond 
Libbey bequest. 
1 
) ( 
Canada's internationally- 
recognized Inult artists, 
Kenojuak, has been 
completed by Great-West 
Life, the Winnipeg.based 
insurance firm. 
The complete Kenojuak 
collection, numbering 111 
rints, include~, the 
mous "Enchanted  
Owl" featured ,on the 
Canadian postage stamp 
commemorat ing the 
Northwest Territories 
Centennial in 1970. 
The collection, put  
together over the past 
two years at a cost of 
close to  $200,000, is 
believed unique in 
Canada according to 
Great -West ' s  v ice-  
president of develop- 
ment, Goerge Di,ney, 
who co-ordinated the 
project. 
"Great-West Life has 
been acquiring the works 
of Canadian artists, in- 
cluding some Inuit 
pieces, for over twenty 
years," says Dinney. "In 
1975, when we heard a 40- 
p iece  Ken jo juak  
collection was available, 
we  decided to buy it as  
the basis for a complete 
collection." 
Great-West Life plans a 
Inuit Art to tour 
country in s umer 
Winnipeg, April 7,1978. touring exhibit of the 
Unique Inuit Art Kenojuak collection in 
Collection .... A collection Canada and the United 
of the works of one of States. 
• A cover story on this 
collection is one of 28 
articles appearing in 
"Report"  magazine, 
which Great-West Life 
published each year as a 
supplement' to i~ Annual 
Report. The award- 
winning publication has a 
newsmagazine format 
and reports on the 
diverse operations of 
.Canada's largest life 
insurance company (with 
over $40 billion of 
business-in4orce). The 
Canadian company 
derives almost half its 
sales from the United 
States, and construction 
is now underway on the 
twin-tower Great-West 
Plaza in Denver, 
Colorado where Great- 
West has established a
headquarters for its U.S. 
operatinns. 
Other stories in 
"Report"• include a 
review of an international 
symposium on "Values 
and Morals" (which 
Great-West co-sponsored 
with the University of 
Manitoba in the Fall • of 
1977), and the Company's 
$43 million of new in- 
vestments in Quebec 
during 1977. 
Four-VC neelers and style 
by Scott Browes 
Kermode Four  
Wheelers of Terrace held • 
their annual sand drags 
at the Copper Flats April 
2 and hadan excellent 
turn-out for the event. 
In a dual elimination 
sys tem spectators  
watched as the 28 en- 
trants knocked each 
other off in  their 
respective rounds to win 
one (or more) of (he 
seven classes. 
Winner of A class was 
supported• the club's 
endeavours. Also, thanks 
from the club go out to 
Dave Daumont, Shaunce 
Krulsselbrink and Monte 
Niver. 
The one hundred yards 
of sand put udder each 
entrant will be used again 
next year for the same 
event. More activities of 
the Four Wheeler's will 
be up and coming this 
summer. 
Bonsplel in Smlthers. Five Royal Bank-Teams represented Terrace with 
three entering the prizes. The winner of 'A' Event was the Latta rink of 
Terrace. (From left to right: Jim Coutts, Janice Latta, Dick Latta, Dawn 
Courts.) 
CP. Picture. oi-i:he-Month 
Photographer: George Dlack. 
Newspaper: The Vancouver Sun. 
Situation: Driving flarough Vancouver's Stanley 
Park, Dlaek noticed a gaggle of geese trying to get 
across a busy road to the First Narrows bridge. 
Just as he was ready to shoot, the birds struck out 
on their perilous journey to the other slde.Diaek 
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Campagnolo arranges Cub ,. ball 
MAY PLAY CUBANS Sport Minister Iona 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Campagnolo said Wed- 
Montreal Expos will play nesday. Ian Howard said 
an exhibition baseball the game would be played 
game against a Cuban in Olympic Stadium on 
team if federal officials, Aug. 14--the ! 10th an- 
can  complete  niversary of the Expos 
arrangements, anaide to gaining a National 
League f ranch ise ,  
Toronto Blue Jays were 
asked if they wanted a 
game against he Cubans 
but team officials said 
they couldn't fit it into 
their American League 
schedule. 
Whaler"s Smith 
wins $2000 
(AP) -- New England 
Whalers were looking 
ahead to the opener of the 
Wor ld  Hockey  
Association quarter-final 
playoffs. But goalie AI 
Smith had $2,000 on his 
mind. 
Treat was the pgize for 
holding •Indianapolis 
Racers to three goals in 
also won the Feature Picture of the Month award 
for August, 977. 
Technical Data: N~on with 85-ram leas at 1-250th 
of a second at f8. 
Award: The Canadian Press "Feature Picture of 
the Month." December, 1977. 
Rockies surprise play-offs but lose in futility Dale Sweet in a dune 
buggy. Sec~ond #ace in A . ' . 
class went to Henry. Colorado .Rockies _Other surpr i ses  baek to tie it at l:48 of the and we didn't. That'sall I  hove tosay"  
Kaminski, also in a dune proau.cea one ommree Thursaay night were third period.• 
buggy. " survr_mes in  opening p.r.ovided by_ Detroit Red Center  Yae lav  
t;u~,,e~ uz me ~auonm wings ano Toronto Ma le  B class, had Harold . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  P ..... Nedomsasky had a goal 
Janzenontopina,To ota ,ecgey League pinyons Learn. Tne wings scorea and tw assi ts •i • 
with ~q'nny:~,Hu~er~ in!: '~..esday,,.~ght: forcing, a_ 5-3.win, Over, Atlantb:.'thr~.g~a'l:,f~str;nr~:~ 
second, place driving a -rnua.aeJpma e]yers mw: Flames who had" bern" outhu/'st that heiped the 
, . overume, out came up slight favorites after a Red Wings beat the Bronco. 
There was no C class. 
Ken Grange drove his 
Jeep to first place in D 
class @ith Chuck Paul)st 
cruising in, second, 
driving a Bronco. 
There were no E and F 
events. G class spawned 
Garry Kerr in a Dodge 
pick-up at first place with 
L loyd  Kl ienwateher 
driving a Blazer in 
second. 
: Robert Reay in a Ford 
pick-up took first in H 
class. ' Jerry Mor- 
mandeau followed in 
second, driving a Chevy 
pick-up. 
Pat Orrey drove a 
Dodge •pick-up tofirst 
place in I class while Joe 
Borojec took a Ford to 
second place. 
In the Eliminator class 
Pat Orrey took first, Ken 
Grange second, and 
Garry Kerr took third. 
Classes for the drags 
were as follows: 
"A"-AII 4 cylinder 
vehicles (including Dune 
Bnggys) 
"B"-Steck 6 and under 
104" w.b. 
"C"-Medified 6 and 
stock V8 under. 361 cu. in. 
under 104" w.b. 
"D'LModified V8 under 
361 and stock V8 over 361 
under 104" w.b. 
, "E"-Modified V8 over 
361 under 104" w.b. 
"F":Steck 6 over 104" 
w.b. 
"G"-Medified 6 and 
stock V8 under 361 cu. in. 
over 104" w.b. 
"H"-Modified V8 under 
361 and stock V8 over 361 
over 104" w.b. 
'T'.Modified V8 over 
361 cu. in. over 104" w.b. 
Also at the Flats that 
day the club held a raffle. 
Tickets were drawn for 
two Texas Miekeys and 
one 2e'er. 
Linda Montgomery and 
Graham Scott won the 
Texas Mickeys while Rnn 
Mould won the 26'er. 
The club would like to 
take this opportunity• to- 
thank some of, the 
spEonsors of the event. 
v's, .Hen's Wear, 
Elker Auto Supply, 
Kelly's Stereo Mart, 
Terrace Chrysler, Totem 
Ford ,  Kalum Tire, 
McEwen GM, and  the 
'Sandman Inn all actively 
the WHA's final regular 
season contest with the 
Whalers Tuesday night. 
• He managed it, just, 
with the Whalers taking a 
6-3 victory over. the last 
place-Racers. 
Smith earned the Ben 
Hatskin goaltending 
award and the $2,.000 for 
himself and fellow Wha- 
lers' goalie Louis 
Levasseur. 
"The $2,000 is a lot of 
dough," saidnSmith after 
the victory. " I  was 
worried about goofing it 
up, not only for me and 
my family, but for Louis 
as well." 
After Indianapolis 
scored its third goal in the 
third period, Smith 
thokght me saw the 
award money slipping 
away. 
"I thought there was no 
way we were going to win 
the award," said Smith. 
"You can't shine 'a 
sneaker." 
Steve Carlson's two 
goals and an assist paced 
the Whalers to the vic. 
tory, which also saw 
Gordie Howe break a 
teain record by picking 
up his 62nd assist• Tw~ 
Whalers joined the 3~ 
goal club, Mark Howe ir. 
the first period anc 
George Lyle in the third 
The Whalers meel 
Edmonton in their WI-L~ 
quarter-final openel 
Friday night. 
Ter raee  
INCOME 
TAx 
SERVICE 
635-2525 
PERSONAL AND SMALL BUSINESS 
INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
"NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY" 
$10 ,:: 
4602 LAZELLE AvE. 
TERRACE B.C. 
empty, n 
"We work 60 minutes 
and get nothing," said 
c res t fa l len  rook ie  
defenceman Barry Beck 
after the Flyers' Met 
Bridgman jammed his 
own rebouml past Doug 
Favell just 23 seconds 
into overtime for a 3-2 
"This game was a psy- 
cholngical test for us, and 
I think we passed." said 
coach Pat Kelly ofnthe 
Rockies who will be at  
home to the Flyers for the 
strong season finish. And 
the Leafs, who won only 
two of five games agaimt 
Los Angeles during the 
season, easily, beat the 
Kings 7-3. n 
SABRES IN FORM 
~e only result hat ran 
to form was .Buffalo 
Sabres 4-1 win over New 
Flames in Atlanta. 
USED POWER PLAY 
Detroit, in its first 
playoff Since 1970, got 
power-play goals from 
Dale McCourt, Errol 
Thompson and '  
Nedomansky in the first 
eight minutes and Dennis 
Hextall added a shor- 
thanded score for a 4-0 
lead at Atlanta. 
George Fergusou, who 
scored just seven goals in 
the . regular season, 
scored three in the third 
c~uriOd to fie a Stanle, 
p record and cart,  
Toronto past Lo 
Angeles: . 
Ten other players have 
scored three goals in one 
playoff pel;ied, the last 
being Bobby Schmautz of 
the Boston Bruins, who 
did it in the first peri [ 
against  Los Angel ~ 
exactly a year ago. 
" It 's  simple," sa id  
coach Run Stewart of the 
CANUCK 
• • A C A N A D I A N  COMPANY 
TRUOK 
nENTAL 
Denis Dupere. 
Philadelphia centre 
Bobby Clarke slipped the 
puck under Favell from 
just outside the crease 
with 28 seconds left in the 
second game Thursday second peried but the 
Crew Cabs,. % Tons, 
night.. Rockies .,.,. ,o, . , , , . .",,e,,,edwe,, i/2 Tons, Suburbans, 
Are you If you'are retired, pessess business 
. .  _ _  experience and think youwould gain 
a retired-.sf.d,o.,n.h....,,.,,.owoe.. Jimmies, Conventional 
and managers of small businesses, 
b I lW l f J~e l l  consider becoming a counsellor with 
CASE (Counselling Assistance to Small p®T$On Enterprises). 
CASE Is a management counselling 
service available to established businesses 
* • t ' . 
as well as those lustgeffing started. Improv- 
leg. their methods of doing business is the 
objective. We reqUir.e men and women who 
have all types of small business experience,. 
Including automotive, automotive repairs, . 
banking, bookkeeping, hotel, motel, machine 
shop, restaurant, retail'or retail services, 
service station, trucking. I f  you feel you 
would be interested in providing your services 
as a CASE Counsellor. 
Reply In confidence to G. Cuiver, Co.ordinator, 
or call collect to (60,1) ~1-74&1. 
I 
FEDERAL 
BUSINESS 
~EVELOPMENF BANE 
1100.900 West Hastings St., 
4ancouver~ B.C, V6C 1E7 
J 
4 
•r ,  
%,  and 
For rental information 
contact Terrace Agent: 
Jim McEwan 
Telephone 6364941 ,, 
Dealer Lioenoe Number 14924 Terrace, B.C. 
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0anada basketeer signs oontraot 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Leo star, wooed by some •60 selected Minnesota's tins, a'Grade 12student a  
Raurins, one of the most U.S.universities, willJoin offer after spending St, Michael's. "I 'spent a 
sought after high school the Gophers next season several hours Tuesday few hours with .him 
basketball players ever where head coach Jim with the Gophers' (Kunze). He didn't say 
lnconada,s|gneda $4,700 Duteher has indicated he assitant coach, Terry anything different. I just 
scholarship offer Wed- will build his club over Kunze~ made up my mind to 
nesday from the the next four years The six-foot-seven sign." 
University of Minnesota. around the Toronto guard on Canada's "We;re really pleased. 
The talented 16-year- player. , national team said two He's a great kid," Kunze 
old St. Michael's College Rautins said he weeks ~go he had said. "He's going tO be a 
" . ~ narrowed his choice of great Gopher for.the next 
Tard i f  top ,,,,...."n|'ds scholarship offers down four years." • 
to three sehools--Mln- "He's an awfully good 
vnn Hunter Trophy , nesota, Marquette and playp~," Dutcher said in 
S~,racuse. Minnesota a telephone interview 
(CP)-- Left winger Marc last year and finished finished second in the Big from ~Iiuneapolls. "It's 
Tardif of Quebec Nor- second this seasbn with 10 Conference this year. rare that you see a player 
dlques led the World 129 points. " I  feel like a big of his size handle and 
Hookey Association in New Eng land 's  weight--a 1,000 poun- pass the ball so well. He's 
• goals and total points to goaltending tandem of Al der--bas been lifted off also an excellent 
win his second Hunter Smith ' and Louie my shoulders,"said Rau- shooter." 
Trophy in three years, Levasseur were the 
the league announced stingiest netminders in- Hasten Blng gets Hall of Fame name 
wedneeday, the league to win the Ben 
Tardif's point total of Hatskin Trophy. (AP) - -  ]~ntertainer Bang is played. 
1S4 (6S goals, $9 assists) Smithled the individual Crosby and Clifford Roberts and Crosby,. 
set a major league goaltending with a 3.22 Roberts, co-founder of both of whom died in1977, 
regular-season point goalsagainst, average, the Musters tournament, will be honored in 
record, surpassing Phil Levasseur and Win- have been elected to the ceremonies atthe Hall of 
Espo~ito's total of 152 nipeg's Joe Daisy and World GolfHall of Fame, Fame in Pinchurst on 
established in 1970-71 Gary Bromley all it was announced Aug. 22 durcng the Hall of 
with Boston Bruins of the finished with matching Tuesday. n Fame Golf tournament, n 
National Hockey League. 3.30 averages. Crosby, who i~riated 
It is the third con- Markingthe first time the  Crosby Pro-Am Meanwhile, modern- era stars Bill Casper, Lee 
secutive year that a in leaguehistory that the tournament in 1937, was Trevinoand Louise Suggs 
member of the Nordiques season average has been ~elected with Roberts in were nominated for 
has won the Hunter Tro- more than 8,.000, the 1977- the distinguished service possible induction. 
phy. Right winger Real ' 78 attendance for each category by ~ a special Trevino and Casper are 
Cloutier,nTardif's game increased 6.I per committee of the Golf twotime winners of the 
llnemate, won the trophy cent over 1976-77. Writers Association of U.S. Open and both have 
America. ' more than $1 million in  
y S p lay  Crosby'f to .amen,  career winnings. " 
l imber le  w in  -offs contributed more than $3 
Suggs won the U.S. 
(CP) -- Kimberley and-Kirk Fyffe counted 
Dynamiters won the for the losers who led the 
Western International league in regular-season 
Hockey League playoff 
title Tuesday nightwith a PlFrank Turnbull made 
ay.  
6-3 victory over Spokane 33 saves in goal for 
Flyers. Spokane, while Barry 
Kimberley took the Mekay blocked 19 shots 
best-ofseven final series for Kimberley. 
4-2 over the Flyers who 
won the Savage Cup last 
year. n 
Glen Walton led the 
Kimberley attack with 
two goals, while singles 
went to Jim Cruise, Ken 
Ireland, Len Hicks and 
Dallas Ellerby. Don 
Borgeson, Peter Morris 
Kimberley advances 
a.gainst Drumhel ler 
Miners in the Wester~ 
Canada Allan Cup semi- 
final which starts Friday 
night. All games in the 
best-of-five series against 
the Alberta club will be 
played here. 
million to  charity and 
inaugurated  youth 
programs in 26 states.. 
Roberts, a financier, 
teamed with the late Bob 
Jones to conceive •the 
Masters and the Augusta 
National eonrse where it 
Kitimat reoreation table 
Kitimat recreation department Sponsors programs for the enjoyment ofthe 
public at various locations in tcwn. For more information on any of the 
following activities please call the recreation department at 632-2161. • 
Rivedodge 
Fall season September lst-December ~Ist, 
• CORE PROGRAMS • 
Adult 
Junior 
Family 
SINGLE 
$15.00-season 
~.50-season 
$35.00 season 
Amateur in 1947, the 
British ladies' rifle in 
1948, the Women's Open* 
in 1949 and 1952. and 
added the ladies' PGA to 
her list of achievements 
in 1957. 
BOdHL semi4iHIg ' 
PeMidon load 
(CP)  - -  Kimberley best-ofscven final series 
Dynamiters won the 4-2 over the Flyers who 
Western International. won the Savage Cup last 
Hockey League playoff year. n 
ritle Tuesday night with a Glen Walton led the' 
6-3victory over Spokane Kimberley attaex yam 
Flyers. two goals, while singles 
Kimberley took the wont to Jim Cruise, Ken 
Ireland, Len Hicks and 
Dallas Ellerby. Don 
Borgesen, Peter Morris 
andKirk Fyffe counted 
for the losers who led the 
league in regular-season 
, play. 
Frank Turnbull made 
33 saves :in .goal for 
Spokane. 
MULTIPLE (2 or more unlimited) 
$30.00-seasan 
$15.00-season 
$65.00-season . 
-Karate 
Badminton (Mixed) 
-Badminton (ladies) 
-Badminton (Junior) 
-Judo (over 40) 
-Judo (Seniors & Jtmiors) 
-Ceramics 
-Gymnastics 
-Weight Room 
-Family Recreation 
-No~n Hour Fitness 
i Nation Loape 
In 12 seasons as a cinnati with its first 
major league pitcher and setback of the year. • 
nine as apitching coach, The Reds took a 1-0 lead 
Roger Craig always off Bob Knepper in the 
thoughtadonbleplay w s first inning when Pete 
a pitcher's best friend. Rose doubled and J~  
All along he was one out Morgan singled. Darre, 
short.- - Evans and Terry What- 
"You always hear that field hit solo home runs in 
the best SlaY in baseball thefourth off Tom Seaver 
is the double play. -- the fourth and fifth off 
There's_ ho way. I found Feaver this season. 
out different onight," Astres 1 Dodgers 0 n 
manager Craig said J.R. Richard hurled a 
Tuesday night after his two-hitter and Cesar 
San Diego Padres nipped Cedeno singled home a 
Atlanta Braves 3-2~-with first inning run following 
• the help of a baseeloaded Terry Puhl's leadoff 
triple play. ~ single and a stolen base. 
It came in the second 'It was the Astros' f i~t 
train with the game victory after five losses. 
scorae~es~. Atlanta loaded Richai'd, Who has four 
the bases against Bob career shutouts against 
Owchinko on singles by the Dodgers, allowed the 
Dale Mu'rphy and Hod defending NL champs ~
Gilbreath and a walk to only a fourth-inning 
Pat Rockett.  Braves double by Steve Garvey 
pitcher Phil Niekro and a leadoff single in the 
grounded to third sixth by Reggie Smith. 
baseman Bill Almon, who Cubf 4 Mets 2 
tagged Gilbreath to start Chicago ace Rick 
an around-the-morn Reuscbe|, who touched 
triple play. off a brief beanball war, 
"I figured it would just blanked New York on 
be. a regular around-the- four hits for seven innings 
horndonbleplay,"Almon while Bobby Mureer 
said. " It  happened so drove in two runs with a 
quick. It took a couple of single ahd double. 
seconds and I realized we Renschel plunked Steve 
LEAGUES " 
Costs to be cl~rged as per a seasonal rental fee. This fee to be determined 
• according to: area utilized ' 
time required (set-up, take-down) 
equipment (District's) utilized 
• supervision 
administrative (to include clean-up) 
~t 
As each league has different requirements i  is advantageious to have a flexible 
fee structure as to levy a more appropriate r ntal fee. 
Examples of such are: 
Volleyball, Ladies Table 'l~ennls Basketball 
Volleyball, Mixed Team Handball . Sports " 
Volleyball, Men Special Fitness Group~ Floor Hockey 
Drop-in Fee $1.50 Adults $.75 Students 
Table Tennis $.25 Rental 
SUPPLEMENTARY PROGRAMS 
' Fees to be determined by the costs involved in operating the particular 
program. Costs will be based on: instructors fees, equipment required, facility 
time utilized, administrative allowance, and any extra ordinary expenditures. 
Examples of such are: 
Y a '  &o~es Decorating Arts & Crafts Floor Hockey 
Photography Macrame 
Ladies Keep Fit Tennis " Crochet 
Ceramic Lessons , Social Dancing Drama ~ Obedlenee Pottery • Gymnasium Activities 
hery Wrestling Painting 
NOT THE FIRST 
The triple play was the 
second of the season. 
Houston turned one 
against Cincinnati on 
opening day. , 
Elsewhere, Cincinnati 
and Los Angeles both 
suffered their first set- 
backs of the season, the 
Reds bowing to San 
Francisco Giants 3-2 and 
the Dodgers falling to 
Houston Astros 1-0. Chi- 
cago Cubs downed New 
York Mets 4-2 in the only 
other National League 
game while Montreal at 
Philadelphia was rained 
out. 
The Braves took a 2-0 
lead with a pair of 
unearned runs in the 
fourth inning and the 
Padres tied it in the 
eighth On rookie Don 
Reynolds' two-run pinch 
• single, his f i r s tma jor  
league hit. Innthe San 
Diego ninth, Dave 
Winfield reached on 
annerror by first 
baseman Bob Beall and 
scored on George Hen- 
driek's double. 
Ginats 3 Reds 2 
Jack Clark's two-ont 
solo homer in the 
: eil~hthinning off Dave 
Tomhn saddled Can- 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you boy, Investigate the advantages of this rat -  
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st end lest 
months rum end drive away. 
' ' EXAMPLES 
• Based on 36.month lease 
70 F 250 pickup 78 Econollne Van 78 C 100 Chev]~ 
$148.00por month SI3&00per month S129.00por month 
lease end price lease end price leas# end price 
$2,178.00 $1,975.00 " $1,875.00 , . 
~ ~  or simply return 
78 Camoro 78 Zephyr Sedan 
$139.0Oper month S124.00per month $1:9.00,por mmith 
lease end price lease  endpr ice  lease end price 
$2,02$.00 $1,8'45.00 $1,875.00 
$99.00 per n~onth SlS~.00per month $139.00por mont5 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
S|,275.00 St400.O0 I i , ,o , .oo 
• r simply return or, simply return I I or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES - R ICHARDS 
COL k ECT  987-71 I1 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1140 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER,B.C. D,00479A 
were ont of it with no runs Henderson on the 4eft 
scoring." elbow with a pitch in the 
sixth .inning and was 
issued a warning.: In the 
seventh, Jerry Koosman 
of the Mete whizzed a 
Cdh past Reuschel's 
and umpire Jerry 
Dale elected both him 
~d manager Joe Torre 
under a new NL rule. 
Spods 
Short 
Minn. MINNEAPOLISI~ande ' 
(AP) -- Lou 
eneral manager of 
nnesota North Stars, 
says the team will make 
Ottawa '67s centre Bob 
Smith their top pick in the 
National Hockey League 
draft. The North Stars 
finished with the worst 
record in the NHL* this 
season and will receive 
the first pick in the junior 
draft. 
• [Baseball I 
• . Amer oOoan" 
Manag g " Bamberger holds no Eastwiek in the foauW~ 
illusions about the cur- and Thomas belted his 
rent hitting by his second two-run homer in 
Milwaukee Brewers, who the eighth. 
ve scored 49 runs in White Sen 9 Blue Jays S 
wh~inning their first fou~ d~'I~/l~S~'~i~c~;~ng~iid 
games of the season. B Y P _ . 
5e says it 's  no Chicago manager u.oD 
fluke,neither. Lemon, reterrmg.to me 
"We can't maintain 25 m.vh gusts in the 
ace" Bamberger Windy City that helped thls p , • , . 
conceded after the the Wh.,te SrO;e oE/;ia c.
Brewers belted three :~oaernolm, aorg.  _ , 
home runs in outscoring Ralph Garr. ana tton 
New York Yankees 9-6 Blomberg each hit home 
Tuesday night. "But I ' l l  runs. , " 
tell you this: they know The wt.,,ihernwas fine, 
• the can win and they hpwever~ for White 
knoYv they can hit. And i S 'oxnre l iever  Pa~lo 
kn, t,!~ ~he'y ca~ I,~. Torrealba, who allowed 
If they score 18 runs just one hit in blanking 
tomorrow, it would be no the Blue Jays over the 
. . . .  ;=o to me" final three innings. .. 
°"~L~t'er '~ sweep'ing their 6 Rangers 2Tiger. 
o enin series from Dave Rozema, the 
~31~lti~gore Orioles by American League's 
scores of 11-3, 16-3 and 13- rookie pitchernof the 
5, the Brewers used a pair year in 1977, limited 
of tworun homers by Texas to six hits in 
Gorman Thomas and a winning his first start ot 
solo homer and two-run the season. Malt May led 
double to hand the the Detroit attack with 
Yankees their third loss three hits, ineludiug a 
in four games, three-run homer off Dec 
The Brewers have hit Medich. 
nine home.runs in their A's Z Mm/.iners O . .. 
four games. Gary Alexanaer mta  
"We have a lot ofn- two.run homer in the first 
ta lent ,"  contended inning and Pete Brcherg 
Bamber'ert~ • "We're the 
type of club that if we re 
losing 5-2, we can tie it up 
real quick. The second 
through eighth hitters in 
my lineup can pop a home 
run any  time. We're in 
the same class as the 
Yankees in that respect." 
Elsewhere in the 
Amer ican League,  
Chicago White Sex beat 
Toronto "Blue Jays 9.62 
Detroit Tigers defeated 
Texas Rangers 6- 
2,nOakland A's blanked 
Seattle Mariners 2-0 and 
Minnesota  Twins  
whipped California An- 
gels 8-1. n 
Cooper homered in the 
first inning to start 
Milwaukee's onslaught. 
Thomas' two.run homer 
in the third off Catfish 
Hunter gave the Brewers 
a 3-1 lead and Cooper's 
two-run double in the 
fourth knocked Out the 
Yankee starter. 
Sixto Lezcano added an 
combined relief pitchers 
Bob Lacey and Elias Sosa 
for a five-hit shutout as  
the A's blanked the 
Mariners for the second 
night in a row, before a 
isparse gathering of 1,-890 
n Oakland. Twins 8 
Angels I ,  
Rookie Roger Erickson 
tossed a seven-hitter for 
his second victory of the 
season for Minnesota. 
The Twins broke the 
game open with five runs 
in the fifth inning, in- 
eluding home runs by 
Mike Cubbage and Roy 
Smalley. 
| 
(AP) -- The Springfield 
Civic Centre commission 
has told New England 
Whalers to sign up or get 
out. The commission 
passed a resolution'. 
Tuesday calling on the 
World l~oekey &~cation 
club to ~x~ute ~a * ~vrltt6n 
contract :6r find dd~ther 
place to play its home 
games. 
Anew 
light beer 
for all kinds of 
reasons. 
Ilon.lnstruotlonel 
Senior mixed badminton - -  A fast mooring sport to 
~ovc  your reflexes and your general condition 
while spending an evening out with your friends 'and 
neighbors. 
Time - Tuesday, Thursday, Sunday; 7:00-11:00 p,m. 
Fee -- Membership _ 
Commencing -- Tuesday, September 20th. 
ladles Badminton-- Come down girls and Join your 
friends and neighbors in a llv.ely game of badminton, 
Time --'Monday arid. Wednesday morning, 0:00- 
11:0o a.m. 
Fee -- membership 
Commencing -- Monday September 12th. 
Noon Hour Fitness -- This program ls fre men and 
women on their noon hour break. Equipment such as 
basketballs, volleyball, badminton ~/rod welghtllfling 
wig be available. Hot and cold showen -- refreshment 
bar with coffee and Juice. . 
Time -- Mondsy-Fridsy -- 12:00-1:00 p.m. 
Fee - -  Membership 
Commencing -- Monday, September 6th, 
ladles Volleyball -- An afternoon of" fun type 
volleyball for women. Bring a friend and enjoy the 
exercise as well as meeting some new friends. 
Time -- Tuesday-Thursday, 1:00-3:00 p.m. 
• Fee -- Membership 
commencing -- Tuesday, September 90. 
Iiti tl 
109'U. 
UIIt 111 
Llcencs 
TOOVEY 
SER.V ICE  
MEROURI 
YAMAHA 
OANAvENTURE 
4946 Orals 
I|5493P 
Custom Bullt to 
combine l ight 
welght wl th .  
max. hull 
,strength 
HIGHUTE-the light t: =er you've beer waitiRg for.. 
. . . ,  , :  
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Maligned 
Minister 
Tony MacGregor, a33.year.old Journalist working out 
of thelegislative press gallery, will be writing a 
weekly column on the legislature for the Herald• 
MacGregor  has had extensive exper ience as a 
reporter since graduating from Ryerson 
Polytechnieal Institute in Toronto with a Journalism 
degs~e. 
He wil l  be writ ing a weekly column of generdt in- 
rarest as well as an oecasslonal feature article• 
By Tony MacGregor 
VICTORIA-Now that most of the story behind the 
resignation of Jack Davis has spilled out it ap- 
_p~ we have a very maligned minister on our 
I)H$11n~ 
Davis resigned on Monday from the energy, 
transport and communications portfolio because 
he  was being in~,,estigated by the RCMP over 
refunds he received from changing first-class 
tickets to economy tickets. 
He received the refunds long after the trips 
were made and used them to offset other ex- 
pence which he incurred while on the trips. 
The problem was that he didn't keep detailed 
records of his payments. Apparently the amount 
of money involved was in the neighborhood of 
$1,000. 
If that isn't a tempest in a teapot, what is? 
Davis was responsible for a budget which ran 
over $64 million and was being paid an annual 
salary of $48,000. 
It just isn't reasonable to expect a 62-year-old 
politician with a glowing reputation, a former 
parliaf~entary secretary, a former feder~ 
polition of two portfolios' (environment ana 
f'mheries) to risk his reputation and career for a 
paltry few hundred dollars. 
Not that standaros of honesty should be 
lowered. Any politician who gets his fingers 
.anywhere near the till should be shown the door 
at short notice. It's just the public doesn't believe 
that Davis is _guilty.and neither does anyone 
else who knows him. Davis will, I believe, be 
exonerated by the RCMP investigation and 
welcomed back to the cabinet with open arms. 
But why did the investigationstart in the first 
PwlheaCe? I asked Davis that question-asked, him 
thor political maliciousness might be behind 
the move. 
He said he didn't think maliciousness was the 
motive and said it could have been intitiated by 
somebody in the travel industry who was sur- 
prised that a minister would hand in a first-class 
The old (foreground) and the new: the two Alexandras bridging the Fraser. 
(Tourism B.C. photo) 
The Bridge of Alexandre 
How many~ times have 
you crossed the graceful, 
curving span of the 
Alexandra Bridge in the 
Fraser Canyon? 
Ever wondered about 
the history behind the old 
bridge a few hundred 
metres upstream? 
Well, wonder no more! 
Some interesting tid- 
bits of the history of this 
s t ructure ,  located 
halfway between Yale 
and Boston Bar, are 
enough to tempt you to 
stop and walk down to 
view this important 
monument to our 
pioneers. 
Actually, although it 
may not be readily 
visible, two bridges were 
built at the present old- 
bridge site. All three, 
including" the structure 
currently in use, bore the 
name Alexandra. 
traffic. 
Mr. Trutch's bridge 
(officially named in 
honor of the Princess 
Alexandra, Princess of 
Wales) .spanned S2 
metres, bridging the 
entire width of the Fraser 
River at its narrowest 
point below HeWs Gate. 
Despite the short 
construction timetable, it
was no makeshift job. 
The bridge sto~ up to 
the traffic of thousands of
gold-seekers, mules, 
horses, cattle, and even a 
few camels before the 
completion of. the 
Canad ian  Pac i f i c  
Railway in 1885 made the 
canyon road impassable. 
Though' no longer 
maintained, the first 
bridge continued to carry 
local traffic until the 1894 
great flood. 
The closure of the 
Alexan'dra Bridge However, thanks to the 
became the responsibility presentations of a few 
of A.L:' Carruthers, interested individuals, 
bridge engineer for the the old bridge was not 
provincial deparbuent demolished. Through the 
public works, efforts of the historic 
Design work began in sites division, parks 
early 1925 and the bridge branch, recreation and 
was completed and load- conservation depart- 
ment, the bridge was 
designated an hist~oric 
rote in 1974. 
tested by August 1926. 
Despite the canyon 
highway's inadequacy for 
the rapidly-improving 
automobile, the bridge 
remained in service until 
the early 1960s. 
• The third and present 
Alexandra Bridge took 
much longer to build than 
eigher of its predecessors 
- -  strikes and steel 
shortages having been 
invented by this'time. 
It is also a much larger 
bridge, boasting a 245 
metre span compared to 
84 metres for Mr. 
Carruthers' bridge. 
With' the completion of 
the present corssing in 
1963, Mr. Carruthers' 
structure, like Mr. 
Trutch's before it, 
became obsolete. 
ticket for economy class. The first bridge was canyon road and the 
,, ~CMP riahtlv has to investi,,ate any bufltbyJosephW.'IYutch bridge's final demise 
. Th.v.,  . • ,  ~ f,  . . . . .  o . . . . . .  ;;, as r~rt of the contracts he heightened- interior 
sucn compmmm• uut  wast a.~a.geoy ma~..me held for the Cariboo dependence on the 
~at~,~*~,~en~.~had to regret ln.sucn bitter Wagon Road . . . . . . . .  railway 
~hurd '~.~ '0~/ f~ '~b andhis Iam! y. . . . . .  , ~ '  Mr.Trutch received his" •After considerable 
.... .'l~e"4i'~iged~'.iw~/s~' compounded by  Davis s contract ~*ea'rly in ~1863 public pressure - -  
inability to defend himself becaus~of.his !.ack of and, • not being, oneto  probably. .brought on by 
~owIedge of the nature ot the tnvesug.au.on., w=.aste ume, n~rea ~an .~x~.,~]lgn, ra~es-~ne 
He and his family had to suffer through almost -,-,,--~:-, -,, ~^,, . . . . . .  ,- ,-,-,o oo,,;,, ~  decided 
two days of mental ~ounishmentsq~le th public. B'~" S=~te~l~r" o~fWt'l~ai ~'r'e~bu'il'~{ ~e'~r'oad and 
and press indulged m wild Specmation a~out one y~ar, th'e bridge ~s  been the bridge. 
cause of the resignation. . , designed, constructed, The design and con- 
Bennett was right in askingllim to realign until loadtested and opened to struction of the second 
the investigation is complete and Daws was ~ I, . . . , -  • . 
right to agree to resign. But some statement [~:~ir~:~l K l~ l , r~r , r~[  
should have been made at the time which would ~ • ~..,.L . s .~ .axx~,v~. .~.L  
have given the public some idea of the r e a s o n s ,  hind the move. out of jail 
But one thing is sure-politicians on beth sides 
of the house are deeply sympathetic to Davis's -- Evel Knievel walked Lieut. Joseph Race. out of jail early today into P u b I i c i s t S t a n 
plight and should he be cleared by the RCMP a tangle of financial and Rosenfield said one of the 
investigation many British Columbians legal problems. But his first problems Knievel 
will feel deep sympathy for a man who publicist says things will will havetofaceisa civil 
has Dean so oDv]ousiy mal1~ne~, be jumping again soon for suit filed by Saltman for 
the daredevil motor-an undisclosed sum. 
F o u n d  t u r t l e  d cyclist. Rosenf ie ld noted, , an Knievel, 38, served a however; that Knievel 
• little less than five has filed a $210-million oth dditi monthaofasixmonthjail libelsuitagalnstSaltman Big Capaoity er  o es  term imposed after he and his puhlishers~ 
pleaded guilty to In addition to the legal 
FRESNO, Calif. (API arrangements for the assaulting television problems, Rosenfield 
- -  Nellie Cantrell wa~ burial, execut ive Sheldon said, Knievel owes about 
driving nearherhomei| Authorities were left Saltman withe baseball $800,000 in back taxes. Big ,,,5%v:n-$ 
northwest Fresno whet with the task of idea- hat. And Knievel no longer 
she spotted somethin[ tifying the body in the Knievel said he' has money coming in 
moving beside the curb coffin, assau l ted Sa.ltman from Evel Knievel toys, 
because of material con- after the Ideal Toy Co. 
tainod in a book Saltman discontinued" the line 
n 
It was her pet turtle MILWAUKEE(AP) - -  
Susie, who disappearec Bruce Edgar, an18-year- wrote afterworkiugasa beeause ofthenatureof Big Va lue  
18 months ago whil( old freshman at the promoter on Knievel's his crime. 
being kept in nearby Ma. University of Wisconsin! unsuccessful rocketcycle Knievel has announced 
.dora by Mrs. Cantrell's says' he has been turned leap over the Snake River plans to • jump into a 
daughter, down for a job as a Gorge in Idaho. ~ haystack without a 
Mrs. Cantrell said she Playboy Club bunny. "I feel that the parachute from an air- 
knew it was Susie Edgar, whose mother majority of society have plane at 40,000 feet on an 
because Of registration Eunice Edgar ' is  understood the reasons dnspecified ate. 
numbers on ~e turtle's executive director of the for my action," Knievel Knievel may' not be 
said. He contended his, in- allowed toperform the 
carceration would not feat in the United States, underside. Wisconsin Civil Liberties $ 7 0 0  0 As a result of her 29. Union, said Monday he 
kilometre Journey, plans to review previous serve "as a deterrent to but backers in the 
however, Susie's shell Judicial decisions before others." • Dominican Republic Loss 
was cracked. She needed he decides whether to KnieVel's early release have expressed interest 
a shot of penicillin to fight his rejection as a was due to his good in the event. Rosenfletd 
ward off pneumonia and case of sex behavior I said Sheriff's said. 
a plastic covering t0r discrimination. .. 
pro~egtion until the shell Edgar applied las t  
mends, week for the Job of 
------" waiting on tables at the 
CONCEPCION, Chile club's Lake. Geneva, 
(Reuter) --* Edmundo Wig., facility, 
Nunez Merino, 59, 
• respectfully raised his BALTIMORE (AP).'-- 
hat as a funeral cortege Stuart Levene calls ~" 
passed, little knowing himself a con- 
that he was supposed to servationist. He says he 
be in the coffin, believes "in the benefits 
' H then any previous 
el8 • Bri ' "  
WOMAN DIES BODY FOUND 
SAANICH (CP) -- VICTORIA (CP)The 
Marguerite Nears Ford,. body of David Andrew 
70, died Sunday in a fire Wade,, 17, of Vic- 
at her home in this Vic- toria,nwas found Monday 
toria-area municipality. On the southeast face of 
Police said that ca~'61ess Mount Flnlayson, about 
smoking may have been 20 miles northwest of the 
of all life as it exists on the cause of the fire, city. Police said he was 
.HIKER KILLED climbing with friende 
CLEARWATER (CV) when he fell 200 feet. 
He was spotted by his 
dauahtor Monday as she earth.." But. after being 
accompanied what she fined $915, Levene agreect 
thought was Marine's to cut down the foot.high -- RCMP Monday RHUBARB 18 SEEING 
bedytoa cemetery inthis vegetation surrounding identified a man killed EYE 
sduthex~n Chilean city. his home.n Sunday in a 300-foot fall in * SAN DIEGO, Calif. 
She later explained to Judge Joseph Ciotola Wells Grey Provincial (AP) -- Ever since 
reporters that she had convicted Levene of Park as Ed Bourget~ of Rhubarb, a part Siamese 
been told her father was violating three counts of Kamloops, B.C., a former cat, ca~ie to the home of 
dead when she went to the cityVs houslngcode by resident of Regina. An Elsie Schneider 16 years 
visithim in a hospital last refusing to trim the grass inquiry is to be held intcy ago, she has been acting 
Sunday. She made and weeds in.his yard. the incident, as her mistress's eyes. 
A provincial picnic site 
on the highway's west 
side, just upstream from 
the new bridge, makes an 
ideal stopping place to 
break.the monotony of a 
long trip. 
A short walk down Lhe 
old highway leads to Mr. 
Carruthers' bridge and a 
glimpse of the past. 
If you are particularly 
ovservant, you may see 
the remains of Mr. 
Trutch's bridge and the 
old Cariboo road. 
You may even catch a 
glimpse of an old fur 
brigade trail that once 
linked the interior to the 
coast via Anderson Creek 
and the Nicola Valley. 
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China opens 
to tourists 
PEKING (CP) -- China 
is 'swinging the doors 
cOpen to tourists from 
anada and o~her 
Western countries. 
The government is 
talking about attracting 
up to five times as many 
tourists this year as last 
year. 
Sounds like a lot, but 
only 2O,-000 tourists en- 
tered China last year. 
International politics and 
lack of such tourist 
facilities as hotels, guides 
and restaurants have 
been major obstacles 
until now. 
But the Chinese 
government has decided 
that tourism is a good 
thing and is busy building 
hotels in several cities. 
Foreign observers' ay 
tourism will boom in 
China once the snags are 
cleared away. China has 
great variety in climate, 
ancient historic sites and 
a society that is sharply 
different from Canada's. 
The mystery of the New 
Chinese society will 
probably be  the main 
attraction for tourists for 
some time yet. Tourists 
interested in luxurious, 
Westernstyle resort life 
are unlikely to go to 
China. 
TRAVEL CHEAP 
Travel is relatively 
cheap in China but hotel 
accommodation still is 
below Western standards 
and cultural life is 
limited. 
There are restrictions 
on places tourists can 
visit in China, ar- 
ticularly centres w~ere 
tourist facilities are poor. 
But Western travellers 
still can go to major cities 
like Peking, Canton and 
Shanghai and some 
smaller resort centres 
like Kweilin in southern 
China. 
That is enough to give 
tourists a taste of Chinese 
life--the communes, the 
swarms of bicyclists and 
pedestrians on city 
treets that are almost 
empty of cars, the old 
Chznese houseboats 
slipping down river~ in 
southern China. 
Why is China opening 
up to tourism now? 
Political change is one 
reason. The Chinese 
leadership was preoc- 
cupied with the inward- 
look ing  cu l tu ra l  
revolution for 11 years 
until Hua Kuo-feng, 
chairman of the Chinese 
Communist party,  
declared it officially over 
last year. 
Chinese sources also 
note that there was a 
political wall between 
China and the West until 
the late 1960s and early 
1970s. Canada was one of 
the first western coun- 
tries to give diplomatic 
recognition to China in 
the early 1970s. 
WANTS CLOSE 
RELATIONS 
Linked to these 
changes is China's 
evident desire to culti- 
vate closer elations with 
many Western nations, 
Canada included. One 
Chinese informant said 
China is anxious that the 
West understand his 
country better. 
But politics is not the 
only reason for the 
change. Hard foreign 
currency is an important 
factor, Chinese sources 
say. 
China is embarking on 
a major program of in- 
dustrial growth in the 
next 20 years and it has 
little foreign cash with 
which to buy machines 
and technical knowledge. 
Not many Canadians 
have been travelling to 
China. There are no 
accurate statistics, but 
estimates by federal 
government and travel 
agency officials range 
between a few hundred 
and 1,000 last year'. 
However, the May trip 
is one of the Canadian 
agency's first ventures in 
a package tour to China-- 
the tour group will be 
v i s i t ing  Pek ing ,  
Shanghai, Hangchow and 
Canton in an IS-day tr ip.  
G NEW BI6 TUB 
O,a , ,~ 
• De|lcate, P~menent 
press end regular 
fabric cycles. 4 Water 
level settings. 3 Water, 
temperature settings. 
Zinc costal sttel 
cabinet with tomb. 
acrylic enamel finish • 
Giant size porcelain 
enamel tub with 
.Poww Fin Agitator . 
Attractive Chromo . 
'metal #rim 
Maytag Dependability.the most important feature of all! 
LIMITED EDITION WASHER 
i 
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Israeli occupation 
a success 
Pr ime ~ Min is ter  doubt. 
Menachem Begin says The peacekeepers were 
the Israeli occupationnof dispatched by the 
southern Lebanon was a SecUrity Council after 
qual i f ied-mil i tary and Israel invaded southern 
political success. Lebanon; l~arch 15 to 
Begin toldparliament'f dr ive ,  ' Pa les t in ian  
foreign affairs and guerril las from bases 
security committee on they used for forays into 
Tuesday that the es- Israel. 
tablishment of a UN Begin said he was 
pea~ekeeping force on sat i s  f led  the  
Israel's northern border peacekeepers, who are 
was a political replacing the Israelis in 
achievement, but the the sou{h, "mean 
long-range effectivness of business." 
the arrangement is still in ' He said their 
Four arrested for 
murder of baron 
(AP) -- Four men have 
been arrested in con- 
nection with the kidnap- 
murder of Baron Charles- 
Victor Braeht, police said 
today. 
The police said the four 
men have been taken into 
custody for questioning 
and have not been 
charged yet. They said 
one of the four lived in 
Schoten, the Antwerp 
suburb in which the 
Bracht family's chateau 
is located. 
The other three men 
also are from the Ant- 
werp area, police sources 
said. 
Bracht was killed by a 
pistol shot in the head 
while resisting his kid- 
nappers who "never- 
theless took the body 
away and on the,same 
day started negotiating 
an exchange for a ran- 
som," the baron's son 
said today, n 
Theodore Bracht,  
managing director ofnthe 
family holding company, 
said in a statement: "It 
has been clearly 
established that my 
father was murdered on 
March 7, 1978, at about 
9:30 a.m. near his car 
that he had just parked in 
its usual parking place" 
at a~lot near his office in 
downtown Antwerp. 
"bly father :was killed 
by h bullet in the head as 
he 'was struggling to 
resist his aggressors," 
the .~tatement said. "This 
did not prevent them 
from negotiating for 
ransom for a full week 
after my father's death." 
He did not say how 
much the kidnnpperf 
' demanded but it was 
believed to be about $2 
million. 
FOUND IN I)UMP 
Baron Bracht's body 
was found Monday in a 
marshy garbage dump at 
the village of Oelegem 
dump, near Antwerp, 
after a telephone call to 
his son directed him to 
the wooded area. Police 
said the out-of-theway 
dump normally would not 
have been kno'~/n to 
~ rsons foreign, to the strict, and this gave 
them some hope of track- 
ing down the kidnappers. 
The baron, headed an 
international business 
empire of' tropical 
plantations, real-estate 
interests, insurance and 
construction companies 
and hotels. 
He was the second 
wealthy Belgian baron 
kidnapped this year. 
Edouard-Jean Empain 
was abducted in Paris 
Jan. 23 and freed two 
weeks ago after French 
police killed One of the 
kidnappers and captured 
another in foiling an $8.6- 
million ransom drop. 
Baron Empain, 40, an- 
nounced Tuesday that he 
was g iv ing up- the 
~presidency of the Em- 
pain-Schneider industrial 
group because his health 
has been impaired by his 
captivity. 
More believed to 
be drugged 
ROME (AP) "--- A Moro's handwritten 
I e a d i n g I t a 1 i a n letters from captivity, 
neurologist says former which the government 
premier Aide Moro's Red says are authentic, ap- 
Bridgade kidnappers are pealed for the release of 
probably dosing him with jailed terrorists to ran-. 
psychic drugs. 
P ro f .  A lessandro  
Agnoli said in an in- 
terview he based his 
conclusion on changes in 
the handwriting of the 61- 
year-old president nfnthe 
governing Christian 
Democratic party. 
Agnoli said he com- 
pared Moro's hand- 
writing in letters he wrote 
before the Red Brigades 
abducted him March 16 
and the two letters and an 
eight-page statement by 
him released by his 
terrorist captors. 
"There is an odorless 
and tasteless drug, 
Laloperidole, which is 
reportedly used on Soviet 
dissidents and which 
causes the person who 
has taken it to become 
almost an object in the 
hands of those who hold 
him," said Agnoli, a pro- 
fessor at a Rome 
university. "It also af- 
fects the handwriting. 
. "The  handwrit ing 
becomes childish, similar 
to the one the same 
person had as a school- 
bey. The letters become 
di~torted and badly lined 
up. Twenty drops a day 
are enough to extend 
these ffects for 48 hours. 
"It is a kind of drug 
that is also administered 
to schizophrenic patients 
to spare them 
ha l luc inat ions  and 
deliriums. 
AFFECTS BRAIN 
"The patients become 
like those suffering from 
Parkinson's disease, the 
degenerative disease, 
with stiff ~uscles and a 
tremor. This also affects 
the brain. One thinks 
slowly and making any 
decision becomes dif- 
ficult and painful." 
sore him. His party 
rejected his appeals and 
said he was obviously 
making them under 
duress. But many believe 
that he has been broken 
by mental torture, drugs 
or other brainwashing 
methods. 
Despite a nationwide 
dragnet, police have' 
reported no leads to the 
hideout in which More is 
being held or to those 
holding him. But his 
kidnapping is believed to 
be part of the terror 
campaign which the Red 
Brigades, Italy's most- 
feared  te r ror i s t  
organization, promised to 
sabotage the trial in 
Turin of 15 members of 
the gang• 
Authorities ay fear of 
the terrorists is 
spreading. Genoa police 
said officials of a bank 
there were so frightened 
that they handed over 80 
million lire ($88,000) in 
cash to a smartly dressed 
man who entered the 
bank Monday, displayed 
a pistol under his jacket 
and told them: "I'm a 
cashier from the Red 
Brigades. My name is  
Parodi and I've bee~ sent 
to cash 80 million lire for 
our expenditures. Don't 
react. This is a delicate 
situatlon." 
OTTAWA EX WILL 
CHARGE 
OTTAWA (CP) -- To help 
meet increased costs in 1978, 
the Central  Canada 
Exhibition Association at 
Ottawa will be charging 
admissions for some shows 
held during the fair, Aug. 17 
through 26. Admission will 
be $8.50 for some grandstand 
shows, including outsid~ 
gate admission.n 
willingness to fight was 
demonstrated in two ~anadian and U.S. banks 
battles last week between have lent millions of 
Palestinians and French dollars to Chile at a time 
UN troops. They ..are when the two countries 
eemg armeu wire ngn.t have condemnedthe  
.tanKs, armorea cars a.n,a,South American regime 
neavy weapons, ne sam. h~ r , , .~h , . .  ~ ,= o 
Israeli officials had Is"tud:,'~el'~se~! ' Tue~a ~ 
expressed concern UN[ T~e stud,, ate ~e 
troops would be unable to is-bmittpd t~' ~°  ~ 
stop the guerrillas from IHum'~, ~ohts C'omm'is'- 
re~rni:ng ~o_ southern_ ]sion, s'ays'~private loans 
~.u-,,u,, ~ ,~r==, ~u.-~ Inow ,. far surpass 
vnthdrew, assistance from public 
MOVING OUT international monetary 
groups as Chile's chief Israeli troops began a limited pullback Tuesday 
along the northeastern 
fringe of the zone they 
occupied and turned nine 
pests over to Norwegian 
UN units. Another small 
pullback is scheduled 
Friday in the central 
sector along the Litani 
River, 30 kilometres 
north of the Israeli 
border. 
Begin said the invasion 
pushed the guerrillas 
north of the Litani and 
destroyed their major 
bases in southern Leba- 
non. He said that huge 
weapons dumps were 
captured or, destroyed. 
The Lebanese govern- 
ment said 2,000 Lebanese 
and Palestinian civilians 
were  killed during the 
invasion. 
• The invasion was or- 
dered after a Palestinian 
guerrilla raid on the 
Haifa~Tel Aviv highway 
in which 35 Israelis were 
killed. 
Southern Lebanon was 
reported quiet today, but 
Syrian troops in Beirut 
fired tank guns and 
rockets at Christian and 
Moslem Snipers in 
neigboring slum districts 
who have been battling 
for four. days. 
" t minions'" Canadian, U.S,, Banks len 
66 ' "  • " J )~ * , to  repress ive  Chdeanreglme 
English 
budget 
The Labor government 
has unveiled a give-away 
budget but coupled it with 
new warnings about wage 
restraint, n 
Denis Healey', chan- 
cellor of the exchequer, 
provided income-tax cuts 
for all, especially the 
lower paid, in announcing 
a &2.5-billion (about $5.3- 
billion) stimulus for the 
economy, n • 
With a possible ye on 
an election, the package 
contained, higher pen- 
sions, more child benefits 
and free milk for 
schoolchildren up to 11. 
Only the price of high- 
ta r  c igaret tes - -  
considered a health 
hazard--went up due to a 
tax increase. 
But Healey warned that 
the government's success 
in reducing inflation will 
be ruined unless wage 
• increases are pegged 
during the next year. 
Government sources 
said they hope that wage 
increases ,  wh ich  
averaged about 13 per 
cent lust year, can be 
held to half as much 
innthe coming year.n- 
Trade unions seemed 
certain to resist. 
Hea ley 's  budget ,  
described as Britain's 
first contribution to an 
international effort to. 
boost world recovery, 
contained few surprises. 
AIMED AT TAXES , 
Following the country's 
recent  f inanc ia l  
recovery, he had been 
expected to reddee the 
high level of taxation. 
His cuts will put back 
nearly &2 ($5.30) a week 
into the average Briton's 
pocket but fell short of 
those demanded by the 
powerful Trades Union 
Congress and the Liberal 
party. 
It was generally seen 
as a cautious budget. 
Healey said one of its 
~ rime objectives was to ell) fight "intolerably 
high unemployment, but 
the Confederation of 
British Industry (CBI! 
contested this. 
CBI President :lohn 
Greenborough said it did 
not provide any incentive 
for those who must lead a 
revival of trade rand in. 
dustry. , , 
But trade unions gave it 
a guarded Welcome and 
sterling andnstoek prices 
moved up, 
source of external 
financing.. 
It says that since 1973, 
when the present military 
government took power 
in a coup, U.S. hanks, 
have lent Chile about $900 
million. Since 1976, Cana- 
dian banks have made 
loans of more than $35 
million and in additioff, 
have been involved in 
international consortia 
which lent an additional 
$180 million, it says. 
The • study was 
prepared by Michael 
Moffctt and Isabel Lete- 
lier of the Washington- 
based I~titute for Policy 
;tudies, a private 
)olitical research group. 
Mrs. Letelier is the 
viiiow of Orlando 
Letelier,nformer Chilean 
ambassador to the United while these funds were 
States, who was killed drying up, loans from 
along with Moffitt's wife private multinational 
Ronni in 1976 when a financial institutions in. 
bomb exploded in a car  creased to 500 per cent 
they were riding in, ' between 1975 and 1976 
Letelier, who served 
under the ill-fated 
Socialist regime of 
Salvador Allende, had 
• been an outspoken critic 
of Chilean ~ leader Gen. 
Augusto Pinochet. 
REDUCE AID 
The study says that 
after reports of 
w idespread arrests ,  
murders and torture of 
opponents of Pinoehet's 
regime became known, 
many western countries, 
including Canada nd the 
United States, stopped or 
reduced their aid 
programs to Chile. 
A spokesman for the 
external affairf depart- 
ment in Ottawa said 
Tuesday that Canada now 
has no aid program in 
Chile. The U.S. Congress, 
in 1976, put a $27.5-mfllion 
• Ceiling on aid to Chile• 
The Inter-American 
Development Bank also 
has drastically reduced 
loanf to Chile, it says, and 
the World Bank has made 
no new loans since 
December, 1976. 
The study Says that 
of Nova Scotia-led group 
in May, 1977; 
.--$3 million from a 
group headed by the 
Royal Bank of Canada in 
April, 197'/.; 
alone• --$400,000 to the 
Moffitt said in an in- Chilean foreign relations 
• terview that loans from ministry from a group led 
U.S. institutions account by t i le Bank of Nova 
for more.than twothirds Scotia in August, 1977; 
of the loans to the Pins .-$125 million to the 
chet regime while bank~ Chilean Central Bank in 
• in Canada, . Britain. April, 1976, from a group 
France and West Ger- led by Bankers Trust Co. 
many account for the of New York, which in- 
rest. cluded the Bank of Nova 
LIST LOANS Scotia, the Royal Bank 
Among the Canadian and seven U.S. banks; 
bank deals are: --$55 mUlion toCap, the 
--$10 million to state-owned steel com- 
CORFO, the Chilean pany, from another 
national develovment Bankers Trust-led group, 
agency, by a group in which the Koyal Bank 
headed by the Bank of was involved, in April, 
Nova Scotia in March, 1977. 
1977; Moffitt said a further 
--A further $I0 million $14.7 million either had 
loan to CORFO by a Bank been lent or was being 
considered by the Bank of 
Montreal, which would 
involve assistance from 
Canada 's  Expor t  
Development Corp., to 
improve the Papeless y 
Cartones paper company. 
He'would not say where 
.he received the in- 
formation about the 
Canadian loans, but said: 
"We've checked all these 
twice--if anything, our 
totals are conservative." 
A spokesman for me 
Development Corp. 
denied that the loan had 
been approved but would 
not say whether it was 
being ~considered. 
WINE SALES DROPPED 
LONDON (CP) -- Wine 
sales in Britain last year fell 
by 5.4 million gallons 
because of higher taxation, 
the Wine and Spirit 
Association said recendy. 
I 
if you reside in Terrace or 
Thornhill and do not have 
a paper carrier - 
we have a 
CIA accused 
of hiding ' -  - ' - tsPfu IAL OFFER 
Schevchenko , o ,  suesmnio ,s  
(AP) -- The Soviet 
government has accused 
the' U.S. Central In- 
telligenc~ Agency (CIA) 
of holding Arkady 
Sbevchenko under duress 
add is demanding he be 
handed over to it. But the 
Russian UN official's 
lawyer says he .is in 
voluntary seclusion ear 
New York and will stay in 
hiding until he can see 
Socretarx-General Kurt 
Waldheim, who is ex- 
cted back from Europe 
s weekend. 
The ' U.S. state 
department had no 
. comment on the Russian 
charge, made Tuesday in 
a statement by the Soviet 
UN mission. But a U.S. 
spokesman said earlier 
that "the United States in 
no way attempted to 
influence" the decision 
by the Russian un- 
dersecretary-general for"
political and Security 
Council affairs not to 
return to the Soviet 
Union. 
The Soviet mission's 
statement said: 
"Circumstances 
surrounding the disep- 
pearance of A.N. Shev- 
cheuko leave no doubt 
that he has been the 
Victim of a premeditated 
provocation and that the 
u.s. intelligence services 
' have been directly in- 
volved in this detestable 
frame-up. 
"It is also clear that at 
present he is in the hands 
of those services under 
duress and is unable to 
act on his own. 
REGISTERS PROTEST 
"In connection with 
~this out rageous  
provocation,nthe Soviet 
Union has registered a
strong protest with the 
government of the United 
States and demanded 
that Soviet citizen A.N. 
Shevehenko be returned 
to'the K .~.R.  " 
The sttit~ department 
confirmed that the Soviet 
embassy in Washington 
had lodged a formal 
protest and said Soviet 
Ambassador Anatoly 
Dobrynin discussed the 
matter with State 
Secretary Cyrus Vance 
onTuesday, n 
Shevchenko, the top 
Russian employee of the 
United Nations, left his 
$76,000-a-year post a 
• week ,ogo because of 
"d i f fe~ces  with his 
gove'r~ent' ,"  a UN 
spokesit~n announced 
Monday. 
His lawyer, Ernest 
Gross,' ,~Id Shevcbenko 
refused to  return to 
Russia because of "vo- 
l it ical and personal 
differences" with his 
government but "has no 
intention 'of defecting." 
"He has told me that he 
is a Soviet citizen and 
intends to remain a ~'~-~"~: 
Soviet citizen." ~ . ~  
Gross said Shevchenko 
discussed his situation ,/=.:.~..<~.'~ 
with Soviet officials at the ~::. '~j>~ 
lawyer's New York 
apartment and now is 
near the city awaiting an 
in terv iew wi th  
Waldheim. 
The secretary-general "~ 
has been in Dublin and 
was going to Vienna 
today to stay in his native 
Austria until Friday. ' 
Free"" 'Garcia 
Rod andReel, 
Offer _..dl 
a $53 50 retad value 
FOR YOU! 
PHONE DAWN: 
635-6357 
Garcia 
2430 Black Rod 
When 
_ you buy a 
Lurid Boat 
.befol  May 6th 
Mitchell 206 
t, lanual Ball 
It'seasyi Take 
your pick from 
our line of Lund 
fishing boats, 
~ove the boat off 
Jr lot betore May 
6th 1978 and 
, you've got 
If~,, a FREE 
~d and reel. Lund 
-the professional 
tion for the sport 
fisherman. 
See your pa  ipating Lund dealer today. 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD. 
4639 Groig Avenue , Dealer No, 01249A Phone 636-6384 
J 
IP 
.....M.ARINE :' ,~ 
j• 
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7"he H erald~f~er ves'-~-~ 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, anclto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 1Odays of expiry at an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that~ the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
'to publish an edverflsement 
or in the event o~ an error 
appearing in the ad: 
vertlsement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
vertisar for only one in- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the adverflelng 
space occupied by the in- 
correct or am itted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any a~- 
verflslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
• or place at origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unleeslh'e condition is 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
.nsertlon, over 20 words ,5 
cents per word. 
3 or more coneecutlve In- 
sertions $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertinn charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL' CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents par agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per,. 
insertion. 
LEGAL. POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD. 
VERI"ISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
of SPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFI EO: 
h00 p.m. day prior to 
publlcatlen day. 
Service charge of ~.00on all 
N,S,F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
Herringbone, a one.act play 
by Tom Cone, directed by 
Merry Halsor, will be per- 
formed at the Terrace Little 
Theatre at 8 p.m. on Friday, Lost: Brief case containing 
April 21 and Saturday April papers for Amway Produds 
22, as Terraca's entry In the phone 635-9323 (p3.9) 
B.C. Drama Festival. Ad. 
mission $2.00 at the door or LOST: Long eared 
reserve through McColls' Doberman Pincher - lost 
Real Estate. around Kelth Ave. area. 
Male and answers to the 
The deadline for entries in name "Reno'. Any leads to 
the Terrace Annual Arts and the whereabouts of Reno are 
Crafts Show Is April 14. asked to call 638.1794. (c3-10) 
Please send entry forms to 
the Terrace Art Association, 
Box 82, Terrace; for more 
Information phone 638.1233. 
The 13th Annual Arts and 
Crafts Show, featuring art, Mills Memorial 
craft and hobby exhibits and Hospital 
sales will take place on April Terrace, B.C. 
22, from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. POSITION VACANT 
and on April 23, from 10 a.m. (Temporary Relief) 
to 5 p.m., in the Caledonia From April 17,1978- 
Senior Secondary gym. . August21, 1978 
POSITION: CLERK III for 
X-Ray Department 
HOURS: Monday to Friday, 
0800. 1600 hours. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS DUTIES: Under direction of 
Are you m~klng your own Head X.ray Technician. 
life and your children's Perform receptlenlst dutlee 
miserable? Do you con. Including X-ray billing, filing 
stantly yell at your children, ' and other related functions. 
or hit them, or find it hard to (See  attached Job 
control yo~r angry feelings Deseriptlon) 
toward them? To do general darkroom 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you duties when workload 
become the loving con. warrants. 
structlve.parent you really SALARY: As per H.E.U. 
want to be. Local 180, contract. 
All Inquires absolutely Hourly. $5.57840 
oonfidentlal. Plus $20.00 Northern 
Phone Mary or John 635-4419 Allowance monthly. 
Jane 638-8302.  QUAI~IFICATIONS: Ac- 
curacy with figures and 
MILLSMEMORIAL typing, 50wpm, Knowledge 
THRIFTSHOP of X-ray department 
Mills Memorial Hospital operation and understanding 
Auxiliary would appreciate of radlotoglcal and medical 
any donations of good, clean terminology an asset. Must 
clothing, any household be able to work on own 
items, toys etc. for their.  Initiative. 
THRIFT SHOP. This position Involves 
/ ,For  pickup, service phone considerable oontad with 
[ustlfled ~;~a/ f lde . . , , ,No~charge  provided news 
r equl r e m en~fo~U"~ ""~lil~nflfl~d /ithtn one' mon(h: 
Involved. $5.00 production charge for 
. . . .  L . . . . .  wedding and-or engagement' 
5terllngTPu llshers LtO. pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received on( 
Publ ished at Terrace month or more after event 
B.C. Sdaysaweek  51o.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
Monday to Friday, at. condensation.. Payable In  
ternoons advance. 
PUBL ISHER 
• Don Cromack AN. CLASSIFIED 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RAT ES Births ,5.50 
Ef fect ive October 1, Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks ~ 5.50 
1977 Memorial Notices 5.50 
Single Copy 20c PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. By Car r ie r  ruth 3.00 
By Car r ie r  year 36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Ma i l  6 ruth 22.00 
By Mai l  year  40.00 
Senior Cit izen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51,00, 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112..604-635.6357 
i 
HOME .DELIVERY 
. ' Terrace& District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
The regular monthly 
meeting of  the Skeena 
Progressive Conservative 
Women's Club will be held on 
Wednesday, April 19, at 1:00 
p.m. In the Terrace Little 
Theatre Bulldlng, 3625 
Kalum Street. 
For further Information 
call 635.6764. 
Tickets are still available for 
all 3 perfBrmances of,the 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet May 
5th and 6th at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre in Terrace. 
Tickets cost $8.00 
Reduced Price of $4 for 
children ' for Saturday 
Matinee Performance only. 
Write, enr.Joslng a cheque for 
ticket.s, to the Terrace and 
District Arts Council, Box 35, 
Terrace, B.C. For more 
Information phone 635.2101. 
I 
The Terrace Little Theatre 
play "Leaving Home" has 
been postponed to Saturday, 
May 13th and Sunday, May 
141h due to minor produetlen 
setbacks. 
OWNER MUST SELLI .1976 
CB400 Supersport. One bf 
Honda's best handling mid 
slzebike's. Alsatwo helmets 
and motor cycle su; 
(Belstaff) Plus complete 
tune.up kit. Only ~',~00 
mileell Phone 635.3846 after 
5:30 or phone 635-6357 during 
day. Ask for Brad (stf) 
I, OOKING FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR- 
NITURE LTD. 
Lakelsa Ave. 
Terrace 635-3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
Must sell, moving, snow 
blower, home made, 2 horse 
trailer, piston pump. What 
offers? Phone 635-6694. 
(P5.9) 
FOR SALE: Westinghouse 
dryer, white $135, and an 
electrolux vacuum cleaner 
638-1655 after 5 (pS-10) 
FOR SALE: Enterprlze 
deluxe Range, excellent 
condition, deluxe 8x10 pool 
table, pool balls, sneaker 
bells. Accessories. phone 
638-8480 (p3-9) 
Ladles 5 speed BRC bicycle. 
New near condition phone 
635.~29 (c3-9), 
'B.C.O.A.P~O. - Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November lath 
1978. Arena Banquet Room 
Top Quality mixed hay for 
sale. Heavy bales 847.3165 
(c12t,w,th,may4) 
FOR SALE: Older frldge 
and stove "- good working 
condition. $75 phone 638.8497 
(i)2-9) 
NO GARAGE :YARD SALE: 
19 foot Sangsterrcraft0 Glass 
hull, 110 Volvo-Penta motor, 
with reconditioned leg, price 
~,~0. Phone 635-2370. 
P$-9) 
See 
P.M. PLASTICS 
for 
CANOES 
also 
Flbreglass Matt.Roving • 
Cloth and Resin 
3890 Muller St. 
Phone 635.6684 
(clmon.-1May) 
FOR SALE: Beautiful 
family home in town, quiet 
street near all school and 
shopping, 3 bedrooms, 2 full 
baths, finished rec room and" 
extra bedroom down. Large LOT FOR SALE: 2708 
landscapad lot includes some Molltor, 62'x177' Asking 
appliances. Phone 635-7706 $9,000 phone 635.2003 (ctf) 
for appolntemnt to view. (c6- ~ • 
9,10,14,15,19,20) PROPERTY FOR SALE: 38 
acres near Seeley Lake, 
South Hazelton, on highway. 
Spruce and cedar timber. 
Creeks, house logs. $19,000 
842.5954 (p12.w.th.f.2ap28) 
Wanted room and board for 
middle aged lady. 'Around 
May 1st. Phone 635-6180 
20' Smoker Craft riverboat between 10.4 weekdays. (c3- 
trailer and motor. 842-5589 10) 
R.R. No. 1 Klspiox Rd., Box 
39, Hazelton, B.C. (p5-12) WANTED TO RENT: 
22V2' cabin crusler flying Reliable family requires a 
bridge, glass over wood hull, large 2 bedroom or 3 
mahoganey framed, un. bedroom house. Im- 
finished cabin, stove, stink, 3 mediately. Phone 635-9151 
way frldge and gas tanks room 356 (df) 
Installed. $2500 phone 635. 
7439. (c2-10) 
Olinton Manor. 
Furnished or iJnfurnlsh~ 
studio or I bedroom 
aaartments. Securlt 
enterPhone. Sauna. 
635-9422 
638-1032 
For Sale: By owner, 3 
bedroom duplex dwell!rig. 
Full basement, oak floor, 
double lot, landscaped, good 
location. Low taxes. Phone 
• 635.3463 after six p.m. 
(CTF.Apr.28) 
635-5320 or. 635.5233, or leave . the , genera ! public, Saturday April 1510 a.m. to 5 
*d0natlon's at theThrlffsh0p ' theremre,  a pleasant p.m,, 3981 Dobble St. by 2 bedroom house on 4527 
OnsaturdaysLaZellebetweenAVenue 1!:00°  oommunlcate a?p eb l a ner  a d n people~tY t l : ' "Selllngcoppermanym°UntalndifferentSchdol"items ..... naturaISC°t': Wallgas eaLt0walipricedCarpetS'for 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank eesontlal. •Must be able to to many to list. (c3.10) quicksale as owner moving 
you: (nc) work under pressure. 
~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of .a L,~nd Ranger 
Company In the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
o f  14 and 18 who are in. 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 636-1269 (ctf) 
HEALTH CARE FOR 
. SENIORS A St. John Am. 
bulance Courde You are 
never too old to learnl For 
more Information,. please 
phone Mrs. Carol Harrison, 
635-5842. 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
- Thornhlll Baby Clinic every 
2nd and 4th Friday at the 
Community Centre from 1:3(: 
• 4:00 p.m. 
- Adult Clinics- Man. Wed. & 
Fri,, from 3:00. to 4:00 p.m. 
- V.D. Clinic - 3:00 p.m. every 
Mort. & Thurs. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
e In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635.3747.0r 635-3023. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tmsclay at7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Halh 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Alternative • Energy En- 
thusiasts - Solar, Wind, 
Methane, Hydroelectric, 
Wood etc. - Are you currently 
designing dr experimenting 
with small.scale renewable 
energy systems? The 
Pacific Rim Educatlorr 
Project Is setting up a 
Northern Network to 
facilitate development at 
such systems. Pictures and 
project descriptions" are 
needed for a booklet to be 
published this spring. Write 
Box 707, Terrace, B.C. (wthf CALL 635.7S56 
to may11) OR 
.~ 635.7728 
(ctf) 
Northern Nelghbours, ~ - a 
consumer oriented food co. 
op, will be holding their bi- 
monthly general meeting 
Wed.at7:30p.m. April 26. In 
the Senior Citizen Room at  i 
the Recreational Centre. 
Anyone Interested welmme. 
14; BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
e RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenware, air brushing 
available - custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635.9393 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
E(ectrlcal and Refi'lgerMIon 
' contracting. 
• APPLICATIONS: Submit In 
writing to the undersigned 
on or before Friday, April 
14th by 1600 hours. 
B. MacKeanzle 
• Mills Memorial Hasp. 
4720 Haugland Avd. 
(c2- 9) 
RESIDENT CARETAKER 
Full time resident caretaker 
required , for family 
development In Prince 
Rupert. Previous ex- 
parlance an asset. 
Responsible for clsanlng and 
upkeep of project. Should be 
experienced In' minor 
maintainence and lanltorlal 
duties. Job Involves per- 
sonal contact with tentants 
and applicant should have 
ability to deal tactfully and 
effectively with others. 
Salary $217.75 per week 
(approx. $14,400 per annum). 
Northern living allowance 
additional. ConsJderetlon In 
rent granting. Send details 
of experience and 
qualifications to Regional 
Manager, Northern B.C., 
B.C. Housing Management 
Commission, P.O. Box 310, 
Prince Rupert by April 24, 
1978 for Information. Please 
call 627.7501. (c2-10) 
~pllcations are now being 
)xcepted for 2 positions al 
Neewannle Creek Camp. 
Kltlmat, B.C. for a staff 
:ouncellor, $1200 pel 
~onth. Camp cook St00( 
~er month. Please forwarc 
resume by Aprll 21 to Bo> 
148 Kltlmat. Attention J. 
Wentz (c3.10) 
i 
Drycleanlng firm requires 
bookkeeper. Must be" able to 
do financial statements. 
Experience pro(erred. Write 
Box 1175 Tm'race Herald. 
(cS.iO) , 
WANTED: Male or female 
person to manage workshop 
for handicapped people - 
must have administrative 
ability and able to organize 
daily routine. Apply glvlng 
r.esume to Box 264 Terr'a~:e, 
B.C. (cS.11) 
Musi sell; 1976 Honda GL 
1000. In excellent condition. 
Phone 635.3855 or view at 
4404 Walsh Ave. (p20.mayg) 
FOR SALE: 1 - 23" cabinet 
color T.V. $275 phone 635. 
4561 (c3-10) 
Four at tracker lax10, four 
white spoked rims S bolt. 
Nearl); new 635.5092 (stf 3.10) 
Asking $27,000 phone 635.3377 
(IO6-13) 
Well built 3 bedroom home, 
11/2 baths, fireplace, wall to 
wall carpet, large finished 
rec room. Fully landscaped, 
fimced backyard. Quiet 
residential area, close to 
schools phone 635.5179 (¢5. 
For Sale: Equalizer hitch 11) 
$750 lb. cap Includes sway 
bars and brake controls For' Sale: by owner, 3 
phon,e 635.7706 (c6- bedroom home on Davis 
9,10,14,15,19,20) Ave. Close to downtown and 
' schools, 1150 sq. ft., up and 
FOR SALE: Fisher, Wolf down fireplace, large 
and Beaver pelts ring rumpus room, 1V2 bath. 
mounted phone635-7459 (p2.. upstairs, full bath down. 
10) -. stairs. • 2 • additional • 
' bedrooms in basement. 
Man's ring, 9 diamonds Fully landscaped with 
worth• $800. Best offer, garden area. Fenced yard. 
Marlene 632.2971 'c3-11) Carport. Phone to view 635. 
7628 (c5-12) 
FOR SALE: 
Full set (76) Brltan,~ca wlth 
chlldrens books, lIKe new I f  
S150, 
I 18' wood boat and l~aller aS00. 70 Dodge 318 motor $200. 70 Dodge truck 4 speed $1~i0. Realistic DX160 receiver 
$125. 
Whites metal detector $I00. 
75 Motoskl Cadet $500. 
69 Ski Doe Elan $350. 
12'x44' Wlnsor Mobile home, 
partly 'furnished $5,500. 
Will consider offers phone 
635.2516. (c5.13) 
FOR SALE: Doberman 
Pincher pups, one male - 
four female. Pure bred. No 
papers. $75 phone 635-3680 
FOR SALE: One mallmute 
Siberian cross. Female. 
Also 1 - 2 year female 
Mallmute Siberian cross to 
give away, preferrable out of 
town area. 635.9308 (p3.9) 
.'~,~ 
,, l~f 
We need 3/4 ton .pick.ups. 
Trade now on this 1977 Nova, 
350 V8 engine, automatic 
t ransmlss l0n,  • power 
steering, radio, air con. 
dltlonlng, priced at $4,995.00 
Come-Into Camperland and 
see us at 5412 Hwy. 16 West. 
or call 635-6174..Dealer 
Llcence No. D00611A. 
(C5.9) 
Thornh l l l  Vo lunteer  
Flrefig~ters Ladies Aux. are 
having a Coffee & Crafts 
afternoon on Sat. April 15 
from 1:00 .4:00 p.m. at the 
Thornhlll Fire Hall. 
Herringbone, a one.act play 'House wiring. 
by Tom Cone, directed by 635.5076 
Merry Halsor, will be per- '• FULLER BRUSH' 
• formed at the Terrace LIHle Order now by phone. Phone 
Theatreat 8 p.m. on Friday, or make an appointment. 
April 21 and Saturday, April Morale 635.9721. 
22, as Terrace's Little 
Theatre entry In the B.C. ' 
Drama Festival. Admission GOLDEN RULE 
~2.00 at the door or reserve ~Odd jobs for the Iobless. 
through McCoJIs Real ' Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
Estate. • (ctf) 
38 acres near Seely Lake. 
South Hazelton on Highway. 
Power, telephone, creek, 
spruce house logs, and saw 
timber. S19,000 Phone ~,.2. 
5954 (p4-18) 
Acreage for Sale in town by 
owner. 2.3 acres-3 bedroom 
home. Basement finished, 
Barn, landscaped; Asking 
S69,O00.O0. Phone early 
evenings at 635.3620. 
(CTF May 5) 
Do it Now 
Aluminurn 
Sheets  . .  ..... 
25" x 36" 
12 ,h..,, on',- 3.75 
THE I)AIL¥ HERALI) 
..... 3212 Kahm St. Terraae 
' PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF HIGHWAYS & PUBLIC WORKS 
TERRACE HIGHWAY DISTRICT 
Pursuant to Section 27 of the "Highway Act" and 
regulations pursuant to the "Commercial Transport 
Act" notice is hereby given that load restrictions are 
imposed as follows: . 
Effective at l:00a.m.on Thursday, April 13, 1978: 
Yellowhead Highway No.16 iS restricted to legal 
loading only within the Terrace Highway District. 
• R.M. MoMillan 
District Highways Manager • 
Mr: 
Minister of Highways 
Dated at Terrace 
April 10, 1978 
Prov ince of  ~ Min i s t ry  o f  
Br i t ish Co lumbia  H ighways  and 
Publ ic Works  
0ARRIERS F 
I .. 
!RRACE 
AREA 
PHONE 
636-6367 
|0RNHILLJ 
Kofoed .,. I 
anti | 
River Dr. 
area 
Queensway area 
DAILY HERALD 
, !  
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Stationary Store for sale. 
Located in downtown 
Terrace. Replies to ,5023 
McRae Crescgnf. VaG 2B9. 
(C10~13) 
1977 GMC ~, ton window van. 
Finished rust proofing. V8, 
auto, PB; PS, Has 15,000 
miles plus many extras. 
phone 638.6237 after 6 p.m. 
for further details. (c5.11) 
1969 Beaumont 327, 3 speed 
auto, a steal at $750 phone 
635.3016 (df) 
For Sale: 1977 Chev V2 ton 
pick-up, 6 cyl. standard, 
radio. This unit has low 
mileage and is in like new 
condition, see it at Cam. 
perland 5412 Hwy. 16 west. 
Dealer llcence No. D00611A. 
(C5-9) 
1977 Ford LTD, 4-door sedan, 
381 V8 Engine, power 
steering, cruise control. 
automatic transmission, 
FOR SALE: 1978 Nomad I 
21' travel trailer phone J
63`5.6697 (p3-11) I 
68, :  : ; ' ,':,;i~i :=-  
: , , - LEGAL  ::,::";! 
To Whom It May Concern: I 
will not be held responsible 
for any bills or debts In- 
curred by anyone but 
myself, as of this April 13, 
1978. Rick Kennedy, 4840 
Sunset Drive, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 1C6. (p3.11} 
@ 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Highways 
& Public Works 
Dense Lake Highways 
District R No.5 
Pursuant to Socflon 27 of 
the Highway Act and 
regulations pursuant to the 
Commercial Transport Ad, 
notice Is hereby glven that 
restrictions are Imposed as 
follows: 
Effective 1:00 a.m., Thur. 
radio. See It at Camporland,, sday, April 13th, 1978. 
,5412 Hwy. 16 west, or call 635- 
6174. Dealer Iicence No. 
DO0611A. 
(ca-g) 
58-  'MOBiLE : I  _ _  
HOMES - 
"FOR SALE: 12x,16 two 
bedroom mobile, home. 
Located on fully serviced lot 
in Thornhlll. Asking $13500. 
Financing avallable. 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 63`5-7117 (ctf) 
1972 Monarch mobile home. 
3 bedrooms, frlclge and dove 
included. 8x25 ioey shack, 
asking price S8,000 phone 
635-3542 after S on weekdays. 
(c6-11) 
For Sale: 1973 12x00 Trailer 
with 2 bedrooms. Phone 635. 
7697 after 4 (c20-10) 
10'x44' Premiere trailer. 
Asking $1,500 O.B.O. phone 
638-8382 [p3-9) 
MUST SELL: 1975 12'x64', 3 
bedroom Vista Villa Trailer. 
Very well insulated, in ex- 
cellent condition Including 
[oey shack" and sklring, 
washer and dryer. Will 
move to location of your 
cholce, phone 635.6940 (p10- 
12) 
FOR SALE: 12x60 2 
bedroom trailer. Newly 
redecorated 10x25 ioey 
shack. Phone 635.53r48 (pl0. 
11) 
MUST SELL! 1974 3 
bedroom Glendale trailer, 6 
meier appliances . set up 
and skirted • ell offers 
considered phone 638.1554 
(p3-10) 
66,  RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
BCYCNA 
1976 Chinook motor home. 
Fully equipped. Will con. 
sider trade of car or truck. 
Phone Prince Rupert 624. 
?480 (p5.10) 
For Sale: 8' camperefle. 
$500, phone 63,5.4577, 
(C6.10) 
1975 Holiday Trailer for sale. 
Sleeps 6. 191/2 ', fully self. 
contained. Phone 635.5944 
after S (c5-13) 
Bakkers Modular Structures 
for sale. Very reasonably 
priced, attractive looking 
pro.feb greenhouses. 4 roll 
poly or flbreglass covering 
phone 638-1768 or view at 3961 
Dabble St. (p10-11) 
FAR-KO CONTRACTINGJ 
LTD. "l 
Sand, gravel, relect crush I 
g!'avel for driveways.| 
Phone 635-,5156 (c20.20) ! 
Car Wash --  Osborne Guest 
Home. 2812 Hall St. Satur- 
days and Sundays. Wash 
$2.00 Vacuum $1.00. Call 
Martin at 635-2171. 
(C5,9,10,14,15) 
LEGAL AXLE LOADING 
only will be allowed on: 
Highway 37, from B.C. 
Yukon Border South to 
Southern Highway Dldrld 
boundary. 
Atlln Highway, from B.C. 
Yukon Border to Atlln. 
50 percent of LEGAL AXLE 
LOADING only will be 
allowed on: 
Telegraph Creek Road, from 
Deese Lake to Telegraph 
Creek. 
AL L OVERLOAD PERM ITS 
ARE CANCELLED FOR 
THE DURATION OF THE 
RESTRICTIONS. 
VIOLATORS OF THE 
REGULATIONSAND 
RESTRICTIONS WILL BE 
PROSECUTED. 
Dated at Dense Lake, B.C. 
April 10, 1978. 
Dlstrid Highways Manager 
Deaee Lake, B.C. 
For: 
Minister of Highways. 
(april 11,12,13) 
FOR SALE: Registered 
Anglo Arab mare. Two 
yearling Reg. Welsh pony 
colts. Box 127, Telkwa, B.C. 
(p3-9] 
HELP WANTED: Earn 
$200.00 monthly part.time; 
$1,OS0 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our training. 
Write Fuller Brush Com. 
puny, CO Box 108, 808, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
cower, B.C. V6B 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. 'V2C 5K1. 
(df) 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mall. Send $1.00 for our 
latest fully Illustrated 
catelogue of marital aids for 
both ladies and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
(cff) 
I I I  
WILL BE " GUEST 
NATION 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Canada 
will be guest nation at this 
year,s Australian National 
Field Days, the country's 
biggest annual display of 
farm, machinery, the 
Australian HighCommission 
announced recently. Canada 
will present the major 
display ,of ma~inery at the 
event Nov. 13-16 in Orange, 
New South Wales. 
SAFETY CODE ISSUED 
ATIKOKAN, Ont. (CP) -- 
The Industrial Accident 
Prevention Association has 
issued a safety code for 
s~immera during the for- 
thcoming spring and sum. 
mer. The code urges swim- 
m~s: Never swim elone: 
never swim after dark and 
take special care to know the 
swimming area, 
8CHOLARSHIPSOF- 
FERED 
OTTAWA (CP.) --  Four 
University of Ottawa 
' scholarships inhonor of the 
NAMED LIBRARIAN late, Emmett O'Grady are 
OTTAWA (CI~,) -- Yvcn being offered to regional 
• Richer, 34, of Hull, Que., has winners of the CBC program 
bern Lnamed chi~ librarian Reach for the Top. O'Grady, 
at University of Ottawa, it ~ormer vice-dean of arts, 
was announced recently. He helped launch the weekly 
previously held ap- television quiz for high- 
Imlntmmts at Laval Uni- school teams. The awards 
versity, Quebec City, and at will cover the first year of an 
the National Library. arts course. 
By LAWRENCE 
MOULE 
The Canadian Press 
Joan Kurisko's novel, 
Interlude: The Story of" 
Elliot Lake, ' is  like a 
chunk of high-grade ore 
which is kept from 
shining by lack of 
refinement. 
Mrs. Kurisko l~as 
created two vital, modern 
characters cn Sandra nd 
Jan Evans, whose lives 
become interwoven with 
the fight to create a town 
by blueprint and keep it 
alive by hope. 
Sandra's joyous love 
affair with a miner is 
threatened by social 
disapproval and the de- 
mands of the miner's 
nomadic life. Jan must 
cope with the loss of her 
individuality from family 
pressures and the loss of 
her social ideals as the 
town's future collapses, n
The story is potentially 
powerful but its full 
potential is not realized. 
Mrs. Kurisko vacillates 
between intense in- 
volvement with her 
characters and detach- 
ment as they are sub- 
merged in the story of the 
town. 
In the end, she seems 
satisfied to leave them as 
mere symbols. 
The novel's beauty 
comes from the vivid 
characterizations and 
I 
Book Corner 
loving descriptions of the 
Nor thern  Ontar io  
countryside. But at 
times, Mrs. Kurisko's 
struggle for expression 
fails and the words crawl 
by. 
Mrs. Kurisko has a gift 
for capturing the mood of 
the smallest moments 
shared by a man" and 
woman.  
The novel frequently 
attains the level at which 
the 'reader forgets about 
technique in the ab- 
sorption of the story. At 
doubt that there is more 
to the Army than just the 
kettles on street corners 
at Christmas. 
Moyles begins his study 
at the beginning--on the 
streets of East London, 
where he notes it was 
"possible to get drunk for 
a penny; dead drunk for a 
tuppance." He demon. 
strafes how William 
Booth, the Army's 
founder; emerged from 
the growing uneasiness of. 
the British middle class 
to the growing problems 
of urban poverty. 
Booth's tradition'el 
Entertainment Shorts 
NEW YORK (AP) p i t t ing Hol lywood 
customs against written Less than 24 hours after 
Army's use of march and winning an Oscar as the 
music to reach, or at least year's best  acre.r] 
approach the neglected Richard Dreyfuss sam 
souls of the towns and his Tuesday night per- 
cit ies..  ' formance here as Cassius 
Among s ta t i s t i cs  in Julius Caesar was "the 
unearthed by Moyles is worst I've ever given." 
At a news conference 
that the Army, today, is "to get it all over with 
in 82 countries, of which 
Canada is a mpjor sup- and avoid all those phone 
p o r t e r .  C a n a d i a n calls every night for the 
Salvationists number next month," Dreyfuss 
said he could not con- 
more than 130,000. centrate "because I kept 
The Army no doubt thinking about giving an 
suffers from a rather Oscar  acceptance  
stereotyped reputation speech." 
largely the byproduct of Referring to the gold 
"my its revivalist street- statuette as little 
agreements. ' 
Miss Fawcett-Majors 
was present Tuesday on 
the first day of the 
Superior Court trial. 
Spelling-Goldberg 
Product ions ,  the'  
producer of television's 
Charlie's Angels, con- 
tends the actress did not 
fulfil her obligations by 
.quitting the show after its 
first season. 
its best, Mrs. Kurisko's 
writ ing floats in delight 
and she can startle a 
reader with recognition 
of truth. 
Interlude: iThe Story of 
Ellf.ot Lake, Joan 
Kur;sko, 242 pages, $12; 
Highway Book Shop, Co- 
halt, Ont. 
/ 
By ANN PRINCE 
Iff 1882, soup and 
salvation. •came to 
Canada. From the hard- 
luck streets of London, 
England, came the spirit 
of reform and the force of 
revivalism known as The 
Salvation Army. 
In his book, The Blood 
and Fire in Canada, R. 
Gordon Moyles outlines 
the rather amazing 
history of this organ- 
ization, proving beyond a 
Methodism could not crusading methods. If friend/' Dreyfuss aid he 
was numb when it was come to terms with the anything though, today's 
problem, and soon he be- Salvationists a re  more announced he had won 
came a free-lance ordinary citizens, than the coveted award for his 
revivalist, crusading in they are movers and performance in The 
the streets utilizing quasi- shakers imbibed with the Goodbye Girl. 
military methods of or- fire and brimstone of "There was a certain 
ghianization to "implement salvation and revivalist quality of numbness at 
s distinct plan for social war. that moment," he said. 
"What ran through my 
welfare, mind? Jello! The English 
The Army in Canada, 
transplanted asit was by 
the influx of immigrants, 
enjoyed a phenomenal 
history of growth and 
acceptance. As Bible- 
thumpers, their noisy 
brass-band parades  
made' colorful reports for 
many Ontar io  
newspapers, not to 
mention good targets for 
the tomatoes and rotten 
eggs of local street 
roughies. An entire 
chapter is devoted to the 
Moyles himself is a language wassomewhere 
20th-century Salvationist, across the room and all 
but one who from the tone visual and cerebral 
of his book, seems to concepts fled. I felt like-- 
yearn for "the good old a sofa." 
days" of the "blood and Dreyfuss is currently 
f ire." His fine social performing in the 
history is indeed a Shakespearean play at 
testament to that end. the Brooklyn Academy of 
Music. 
The Blood and Fire in 
Can-ada: A History of the LOS ANGELES (AP) 
Salvation Army in --The breach-of-contract 
Canada 1882-1976; R. G. trial of actress 'Farrah 
Moyles; 312 pages; $5.95 Fawcett -Majors  has 
pa-per, $1S cloth, begun with argumen~ 
Lawyer  Bar ry  
Langberg argued it is a 
common practice for 
performers towork based 
on an interim agreement 
before a final contract is 
signed. He said that Miss 
Fawcett-Majors's 1975 
interim agreement toap- 
pear in the pilot of 
Charlie's Angels impliefi. 
her commitment to the 
program for as long as 
five years after its ac- 
ceptance as a series. 
Bkt the actress's 
lawyer, Louis Petrich, 
said the Hollywood 
custom was "sloppy" and 
contended it led to the 
lawsuit. 
EXPECTS GOOD YIELD 
ISIMCOE, Ont.n(CP) -- 
Agriculture Canada says this 
year's maple syrup season is 
expected toyield more than 
twa million gallons with a 
market value of ~ million. 
The season ends in mid- 
April. 
whatever 
your 
pitch... 
STRIKE 
RICHZ 
ei. 
TAKE A LOOK AROUNDYOUR 
ATTIC, GARAGE, RUMPUS ROOM 
AND TURN YOUR DON'T WANTS INTO CASH 
l; 
AT THIS SPECIAL RATE 
"5 LINES.5 DAYS'5 DOLLARS 
. l e l  e lm imim im m i 
DAILY  HERALD Mail  Coupon with aS.00 cash 
Cheque or Money Order to: 
"STRIKE I T  R IOH"  "Strike It Rich" Ads 
The Daily Herald 
ADS 3212 Kalum 
Please allow one space between words Terrace, B.C. VeG 4B4 
I I  J i l l  l l i l t  i i i J l  i i J i i , I  i 111  
I l l l l l t i l l i  i l i l l i l l i i i / l l i  
i /  i i i i  i l l i l  IT I  i i i•l i l l  I I I I I  
l l l l l l l J l / i  J l J l l l l l i l l l l l l  
- - - - - - - - - _ _____ . . _ ___ ,  
I Print your ads in the squares on the coupon. Be sure to include 
I your telephone number and leave a blank space between words. 
I Items may not exceed S250 in value. Price mustbe included inthe 
I advertisement. 
I t 
I Your advertisement wil l .  run for five Consecutive days upon 
I receipt of coupon and accompanying payment. 
No  cancellations or refunds. 
I 
I No business ads.please. 
I 
I i I I I I  i I I  I I I  i i  I I I i I I I  ,I I I I  I ! dards.Advertisements must meet the Daily Herald advertising Man.  
N : " • 1 ame . . . . . . . .  ,~, . . . . . . . . . .  -. . . . . . . . .  , _ , .  
Strike It Rich ads~cannot be taken over the telephone. ! Address . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . .  , . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ; 
' Postal Code * - ___ . _ "  . . . . . . .  _ . . . . .  I ,  FOR ITEM "2  IN VALU E ;C lass i f i ca t ion  . . . . . .  , _ _ .  Te lep~'one No . : -  --.~"Z~, - -  ----~ I SUP  aS0 
! Turn Your Don't Wants into Into Instant Oash s Take Advantage of this Speml Rate Toda;!' I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . .  ,_ . . . . . .  . . . . I  
Should Modest Teen 
Be Given Privacy? 
By Abigail Van Buren 
:0 19T8 by Chicago T¢ibune.N.Y. News Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: Thanks for your understanding reply to 
that 13-year-old .girl who said she nearly died of 
embarrassment when taking gang showers after gym. I 
hope her mother follows your advice and goes to the 
principal to demand some privacy for her daughter. 
I was raised to be modest, and showering with other 
girls was a terrible ordeal for me. I'm married now and 
have a child, and I'm still modest. 
FRESNO MOM 
DEAR MOM: Th~ks, but most of my mail on the 
shower problem said, "You're all wetl" Some samples: 
DEAR ABBY: Instead of sympathizing with that shy 
girl, you should have encouraged her. to examine her 
"reasons for being ashamed of her body. Your answer was 
kind, but dumb. If she ever marries, she'll be the type who 
undresses in the closet and can t make love with the lights 
on. 
• NO HANG-UPS IN HOLYOKE 
DEAR ABBY: I know exactly how that 13-year.old girl 
felt because I felt the same way, but it was worse for me 
because I was a boyt 
Not only could I not gang shower, I couldn't even strip in 
front of other boys, so on gym days I wore my gym shorts 
under my pants. 
Lshould have faced the fact that I had a problem and 
taken measures to overcome it in my youth. But I didn't, 
and it hung on for 15 years. You' should have advised that 
shy girl to get counseling. 
• CHICKEN 
• , 
DEAR ABBY: Good grief! Why did you give comfort o 
that young girl who was ashamed of her body? If she 
doesn't get over it, hetween her natural instincts and her 
inhibitions, he's ure to wind up on a psychiatrist's couch. 
Our kids were brought up in a nudist park, and they all 
have healthy attitudes about nudity and.sex. 
BODIES ARE BEAUTIFUL 
DEAR A13BY: I must disugree with your answer to the 
teenageY who hated group showers. I, too, was terribly 
emharrassed when confronted w,i~h group showers in 
junior higl~. My mother wanted to go to school to defend 
myrlght o privacy, hut I begged her not to because I was 
a~ald the other k~ds would tease me if I got special 
treatment. Now I'm glad she didh't go, because by the end 
of high schpol I overcame my feeling of "shame" about my 
buoy. . . . . . .  . 
;/, ,, NOTASHAMED OF ME 
,- / ,~ ' .  ~" . 
~EAR NOT: Let's hear ~:0. fn a~az~"~eader w~o tabs 
how the problem was salve'd"at hal" school: 
DEAR ABBY: There are always a few girls who are 
bashful about being seen naked in the shower, so our gym 
teacher lets us shower in our underwear. Then we change 
'into dry underclothes in the toilet booth where there's 
complete privacy. 
"LILY 
And one for the other side: 
DEAR ABBY: Nobpdy, boys or girls, should be forced to 
go naked in front of others. That's the trouble with this 
modern world. Everybody has become so bold and brazen 
they are letting it all hang out. It's disgusting~ 
-., ASHEVILLE, N.C. 
"CONFIDENTIAL TO K. IN LOUISVILLE, 'KY: Don't 
believe verything you read. Everything that appears In 
print le not necessarily true. Most prominent people 
choose not to sue for libel even though they have good 
cause to. The reason is obvious: One seldom comes out of a 
wrestling match with a skunk smelling like a rose, 
DEAR ABBY: For thelast few years, our family has met 
at each other's homes for holiday dinners and we all bring 
something toward the dinner. 
When there are leftovers, should they remain at the 
home of the hostess? Or does the person who brought 
it ho whatever is left over get to take me? 
Thanksgiving, Cousin Joe brought two bottles of vodka. 
The crowd drank only one and a half, so Joe grabbed the 
half bottle and took it home with him. Was that proper? 
Cousin Marge brought a turkey. She kept remarking on 
how cheated she felt because she wouldn t have any 
leftovers. (There was a little turkey and dressing left over. 
Should the hostess have picked up the hint and told Marge 
she could take home the leftovers?) 
Please answer in the column. There must be others who 
have family dinners and want to know what to do about 
leftovers. 
FAMILY DINNER 
DEAR FAMILY: Leftovers hould he left witl~ the host 
and/or hostess. If they want to share them with the 
guesta, It's their Option. And I think it's tacky to take home 
an'open bottle of liquor or wine. 
DEAR ABBY: In your column, you urged mothers to tell 
their school.age sons to ask the girls .to dance. You say, 
Many giHs attend a school dance and aren t asked to 
dance even bncel" , " 
Well, Abby, look at it from the boy's point of view. I t  
takes a lot of courage to ask a girl to ~anee when there's a 
50.50 chance that you~l get turned down. It's much safer to 
just stand and watch. 
Ill'never forget my first high school dance. I walked 
clear across the gymnasium floor to ask a girl to dance with 
me, She turned me down and I was humiliated before my 
buddies as I walked back alone and took my place again in 
the' stag line. 
I hope this explains why some boys lack the courage to 
ask a girl to dance, 
ED IN MIRANDA 
DEAR ED: Thanks for presenting the boy's side of It. 
Girls, are you Uetening? If you're asked to dance, 
occept-even if he's too short, too chubby or has pimples. 
(And if he's a lousy dancer, m~ke the best of it, It's only 
one "dance,) 
.ROD NOT ,SPARED 
VIE~INA (CP) - -  Many 
Austrian parents believe 
that  phys ica l  
chast i sement  i s  an 
essential part of bringing 
up their children, says a 
government report. The 
report, prepared for the 
mmist ry  of health 
following a survey by 
four doctors, says seven 
out of 10 parents believe 
obedlenqe Is more im- 
portant han love, 
/ ! 
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14717L.akels. LAKELSE PHARMAOY - ,4=- I  - 
G~ftwar.e,.Easter Candy, Cards and prompt 
I prescr,ptmn serviees 1 " 
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the  AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, , By Stan Lee and John Romita 
~j~ Vourlndividual "=: 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
FOR'FRIDAY, APRIL 14,1.978 . 
W~at kind of day will Someone with "pull" could be 
tomorrow he? To find out what . very useful if you take the 
the stars ay, read the forecast initiative. 
given for your birth Sign.. ~¢ &,.~.~., 
ARIF~ M~F~ SAGITTARIUS 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) -141"-.it (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Not too much planetary help, There may be a catch to a 
blRanalertpersenlikeyourself certain financial proposition. 
canalwaysmanipulate an "off" You'd do well to take the advice 
day into one that's both in- of an expert along such lines.. 
teresting and satisfying-- often CAPRICORN 
in anunexpected manner. (Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 
TAURUS ' ~C~--]~ Your lucky day! Like a "bolt 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) .~va from the blue," you may 
This is a time for review-- to receive an unexpected windfall 
find .missing links, details 
hidden to the casual eye, to 
change a course which is oh. 
viously leading to a dead end. 
Use accumulated knowledge. 
GEMINI . _  ~ . ,~  
(May 22 to June 21) U~/  
xour innate sdf-rdiance and 
your ability to come back 
stronger after meeting and 
besting challenges will serve 
you well now. Think and Judge 
with tolerance. 
CANCFa 
(June 22 .to July 23) 
Lunar tofluences stimulate 
your ambitious and incentives. 
This is no time for worry or 
doubt. You can accomplish a 
great deal if making the best 
use of your talents. 
, . o  
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
Don't make snap' decisions 
and don't expect the "worst" - -  
_A ~r J~ ~t  WITH iT, / 
m ~ _t'~\Mvf~r~RrO/J " . . . . .  . . .  ;! 
~////////////~,/,//,.~ .////////.~./~ 
in the afternoon. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
A chance to push your in- 
terests. Others can be won to 
your way of thinking easily and 
willingly now. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
A meeting with an influential 
person can now be arranged, 
but it will be up to YOU to 
propose the time, date and 
place. 
YOU BORN.TODAY" are a 
natural leader, with a penchant 
CATFISH 
~4.19 * ,m~,c~,,mr~,~v.w, , .~,~ 
• __  n i 
by Roger Bollen & Gary Pete/man 
%..  
I 
for introducing the unnsual te 
• add novelty and increase public ~ ............... i 
deavor. You are extremely 
energetic and, being quite 
materialistic in your aims, are 
atendencyn°w'1%matterbow i l i lngt°w°rk l°ngundhard /  joy " "  " " "  " " H 
difficult your tasks, you can do forthe luxuries youdasire. You Billiards? Visit Rod's Billards . 
a better Job than you may think, usually achieve them, too, fur ~ . . . . . .  ~. 
VIRGO ~ your perseverance and 
(Aug. 24 to SepL 23) ~l ~ ~ deterndnntion are outstanding. ~ ~ OF m by ni.lnt I~k*r  and Johnny hm 
Important now: common• You make friends easily, hut 
appraisal of all situations. Job overpossesslveness and LIKI~ "r~ ,, ! ~ A 
and finunclal matters highly bossiness. Try to curb these ~ "C~'T'OJ~ C)AH" 
favored, but take no risks, traits since they can also be I~Y./W~N/~0N Krl" WITH - [ '~[~ I ~Vk~ ~l~W,  
LmRA ~'I '~'T'~4o~I~,T~/E~ ~ ~ll~'~ .e' (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) ----J~'~ liahilities in your business or 
profession. Your versatility is ~I~FI~--~R A~D A I ~  
Think carefully ab.out almostbeundless, hut the fields .)A¢OF:.)Et,b~'~C~. / • I (~~- - - '~ / /~ - ~ ~ ' ~  
shouldering new respon- in which you could succeed ~, "~l~(~ E~,F:.~. / • I ~/~i l ,~  4 
sibilities. Even if you are most notably include writing; ~' .  ~ ' - "  /~ '~.  l ~  
certain present duties with management and finance. 
others. Birthdate of: James Branch 
SCORPIO m.~te~ Cabell, novelist; Sir' John 
(~. ,24 to Nov. =):  "v~iG ie lgud ,  Eng. dramatic actor; 
~i~Ulne" t6 use your-Lr,-urte~ J u~'.e Christie and Rod Steiger, ' .............. .  ~T. L ........ .Z  ~ ;...-_L , ,. ,...-;..,:; ....... !., ..... >,.,;,~;~,, 
agl~e.~slveness to the hiltS' fll~'stars. - ' 
• o - 
~//////////////////~//////////////////////////////////////////~///////////~~/~/~///~ /a . / / / / )v / / / / / / /~x~.~ " ,  : " "  ;"  , "" , ' ' ~i " :  " ' "'  : 
| te .m ,,re,St. H 
o,o..wo,  | PeWHN6' ,oa ,oua seal,, 
| ALLIEYS ~ L/AGUIES NOW!" H 
o UH6 
44 Elevator DOWN 11 Among 
cage 1 Exclamation 20 Packing 
46 French river S City in board. • 
50 Turkish • New York n Overhead 
• officer 3 Vacation trip railway 
51Dwarf 4 Juicy fruit N Chemical 
53 Arabian 5 Goddess of element 
gulf the moon 25 Attempt 
Mom's 6 Fetid 38 Kind of 
partner ~ Daughter of grass 
54 Scottish Heredlss 37 Greek letter 
Gaelic 8 Canadian , 38 Ampersand 
55 Peruse prov. ,30 Biblical 
56 Before 9 Road name 
57 Vegetables 
38 Beaver 
structures 
ACROSS 
1 Skills 
5 Tolerable" 
9 Health resort 
L~ Plunder 
13 Dsah 
14 Cap 
15 River in 
Asia 
IS Sing cheer- 
fu l ly  
17 Egg: comb. 
form 
19 Antitoxins 
19 Old name sign 31 Arid 
for Tokyo 10 Surface a 35 Japanese 
Z0 Hastened • road drama 
~1 Skin t~irnor Avg. solution thne: 26 rain. 36 Safe 
13 Satisfied 37 Sweet cakes 
~5 Musical clef ~ 38 Land 
13 Short ,, ,~ , . , i ,  ~,~ ==m,-,~,.~=, measure 
I S I~ I~IE IV lEmP[Et ' r~  41 Bail 
~P I I I IR IE l$ i t  SIOl~l~l~l 43scaweod 
Ceremony ISlAI~H Ism~ISI~AIMIAI product 
13 Biblical name 43 Florida 
LA I mmESTATEI  
County 
longing /5 Handle 
17 Cheap and . ,= . , _ , .~ ,_ , _ , _ , _ , .  ,_. 41 Notion 
gaudy ~ 48 Line of 
19 Sphere ~ 49 Goals 
I1 Baronet's 
wife Answer to yesterday's puzzle. ~ fabricC°Ned -
¢ i  : . .~  
lmmm 
®®®i 
a ? i  . T i n  
s 
o 
) 
52 i ,  
54 • l
, o ,  
s6i •. ~ 
• ........ ::/FF 29 ~o ~l 
I 
e . , 
NNe 
I ~1~ 46 49 
I $2 ~, 
.... ! 
N ' 
CRYPTOQUIP 4~$ 
ABCBDEFC ECBGHDI  G JEK  FL -  
F IF JC  IAHLK I  
Yesterday's CryPtoqulp.-DISTANCE -RENDEBS 
SCENF.~ INDISTINCT. 
L.~ 1976 Kin~ Features Syndicate, lnc. 
' Today's Cryptoquip clue: K equals T
The Cryploquip Isa simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another, If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle, Sl igle letters, short wows, 
and words using an apostrophe can 6 ~w~  0 u clues to locating 
vowels. Solution Is accomplished by rl fl nr d error, 
ALL 
B.C. 
/o r , , , "  
~.~ 
DOONESBURY 
I ,~v. zc~or I I  ~ -  
I ~ /e~c~ ~#Sr l  I ~ ~  7/C/YO#'R~, 
I ~ / /R4~A~-  ~fA~ I~1 I 7 / ~ .  c~/#~ I~ 
, 
field,Aft , 
by Garry Trudeau 
I Nabob ~8--To ~T 
| ~/~PATCH iL l  I s~h ~,b  ~r-  . • 
O 
z/z 
"Yeah, well your not exactly an oil 
painting yourself first thing in the mor'ning," 
!? 
I " ' i 
. . . .  ::,-. . . . .  
/ 
( 
~ /  ) 
. J  
/ 
t 
"1 think it needs some protein to give 
it more 'body'.  'i 
¢, 
I 
,(,L 
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Prisot  tt,liw,r,~ity I)rogram gives 
sense of accoml)iishmenl 
A convicted murderer 
who was president of (he 
prisoners' committee 
during the riot and 
hostage-taking at British 
Columbia Penitentiary in 
September. 1976. now is 
tak ing  th i rd -year  
university courses by 
correspondence at Ar, 
chambaul t  Federa l  
Penitentiary here. 
Ivan Horvat. who was 
transferred to Ar- 
chambault after the 
incident in British 
Columbia. is articulate 
and confident and has diphlnla, progr. ' lm shll'tcd ill 
praise for the acadenuc ilorval said thai "'when I,¢,clerc mcdium-securily 
program at the quehec yotngel ()tit. it (t,dtlcatinn; instil•h, and (,Xllanth,d 
prisod, is the difference between two years hth, r to :Xr- 
"This school isthe 0nly having the molivation to chmnh:lnll. 
place in prison where you go straight, and going out Dawson College makes 
feel some sort of ac- and buyinga..38revolver no chlin+torehalfililaling 
eomplishment." he sfiid and a'box of shells." Archan|haull prisoners. 
recently. "You can work ('OI,I,E(;E INITIATED :15 l)er c('nl of whom arc 
in the n~achine shop for l0 IT " serving lift, sentences. 
years hut you can never The program was set "All we try to do is 
qualify as a machinist, up in 1971 by I)awsml duplicale in prim• the 
You can never get a piece College. which was the learning and teaching 
of paper saying you have first college to offer full- conditions (if our down- 
achieved something, time. regular college town college." said Tony 
whereas here you can at courses within a Swartz, co-ordinalor of 
least get a college Canadian prison. The the prisonnprogram. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE 
MERCURY YAMAHA 
(outboard 
motors, CAHAVEHTURE 
Hours: Mon.- Sat. 9.6 
. . . .  . Dealer Licence ~e ~nn~ 
~qo ureig Number 02013A IDOO-OU&~/ 
SUZUKI Motorcycles and 
accessorie s in stock NOW! 
" ~  ~k~ 
Terraco':Equi;ment Sales Lid. 
4539 Greig- 635.6304 
Dealer No. 01249A SUZ~'t(] GOES'I'I'I~ OIS'I'ANCE! 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS,,.. 
Most Anything - Most ,~nytime For 
CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Men.. Sat. 9-6 
"/A17 4946 Greig Avenue 
Vl l~ i lml r l  I Phone 638-7417 
I I 
KITCHEN CABINETa  • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION 
• • MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
K: ooo 
EI~ITCHEN 
BRAD REES;:" ~ ~ ' 
AREA MANAGER i~ .  ABINETS 
869 • 5TH AVENUE ' mm "~ 
PR INCE GEORGE,  e ,c .  V2L.  3K5  (NO~H~RN) LTP. 
BUS,  564 .1488 
RES. 562 .2281 FREE EST IMATES 
Dave 
Brousseau, 
. Contracting 
Rerooflng Specialist 
• FREE ESTIMATES 
Call evenings 635.4600 
• • . . , . .  :" .+.: 
FACIALS PEDICURE 
HAIRCONDIT IONING " MANICURE 
STYL ING . HOT WAX DEP ILAT ION 
(NO CUTTING) 
No.12.3624"Kalum St. Phone 635.4788 
(Sunnyhil l  T ra i le r  Park) 
I 
me and t ry  our exceli'ent 
elections of r,;,.. 
m ported meats, ~ lrd/mu,Cbead-A¢eFimPrmeeikm 
cheeses and ~ ' ~  
delicacies. 
Northland Doll GLENN CARSON 
~ .  ~ " ' L L EBVRE (1978) Lid, 3o92.wY16EAST WA LY  EF 
TERRACE, B.C. Ho 
4623 Lakelse Phone 635 .2033"" , ,~  VRG3N5 P NE (604)635-3863 
Satellite Vinyl 
,~  ~, ,~A j Custom Furniture- Auto & Marine Upholstery- Vinyl 
Repair. Van Conversion Accessories - R.V. Supplies -
Boaftopplng & Hardware . Vinyl Car Tops • 
W E BUY AN D S ELL Headliners- Tonneao Covers- Auto Carpet- V.W. Seats 
US E D BOOKS. recovered in original color and material, front & back 
.$225. Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather. Complete 
P92 B old Lakelse Lake Road Corvetler supplies. 
Antique Auto Restoration 
hone 635-3081 R.R. 2 Johns Road 
Phone 635.4348 
i 
Spoo-Doo 
'Hales Cabinet lufflers Ltd. 
and Millwork 3o,o G Kalum St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Custom Kitchens PHONE 630.1991 
Residential and Commercial Exhaust Systems- 
Shocks 
Phone 635-5455 istom Pipe Bending ' 
i 
FOR A PHOTO THAT TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-6195 
ANSWERING 
PAGING OR 
3207 Munr~e 
• ~SPARKS A MEMORY 
*'++ " ,, SEE KEN AT: 
~.~/~ 14621 Lakelse SERVICES 
/ Phone 638.1464 ' 24 HOUR SERVICE 
CLOSED MONDAY 4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VOG tVS 
L 
Call us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
I 
HARDWARE STORES 
"s ~ m. B 'm - J; 
GORDON 
AHD 
ANDERSON 
T.V, GUIDE 
All listings subject to change without notice. 
lilllllelilllllllilUlllllllllllnllilllllilllillilllililiill 
Thursday, April 13 
~11 KING 
(NBC) 
5 111~45 NewsGameNewslhe N wlywed 
6 +WE News 
News 
i 45 News 
Ton'lght 
S~eclal 
Cent 
Hour 
Happy 
Hour 
. Blacksheep ' 
Quadron 
Blacksheep 
Squadron 
Police 
Woman 
Police 
Woman 
'3  CFTK 
(CROP.) 
F~;  
I FIIntstones 
NHL 
Playoffs 
: NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
~L 
NHL 
Playoffs 
NHL 
Playoffs 
Mary Tyler 
MooPe 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
thurs. Night 
N~ovle 
"Run Wild, Run 
Free" 
Cont 
Cont 
Cont 
Cont 
4 "00 News 
I : lS News 
I ;30 Tonight 
"[]= :45 Show 
II~ A :00 Tonight 
i "D  :15 Show 
/ J r  :3o Tonight 
l ib  ~ :4S Show 
Friday, April 14 
' LPL :oo 
I I  :'s L :30 
I i i :45  
The National 
Night Final 
90 Minutes 
Live 
90 Minutes 
Llye 
90 Minutes 
Live 
5 p.m. to midnight 
il I :00 
:lS 
:30 
I l I :45 
123: 
BClV 
(CTV) 
Emergency 
Emergency 
The Gong 
Show 
News 
Hour 
News 
. hn i t r  
Fish 
Fish 
Grand Old 
Country 
The 
Waltons' 
The 
waltons 
CTV 
Reports 
A.E.S. Hudson 
Street 
Baretta 
Botetta 
Boretta 
baretta 
CTV News 
News Hour 
Final 
Show 
"Revenge" 
Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
KCTS 
(PB$) 
i 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
Zoom 
Zoom 
Over 
Easy 
MacNeii- 
Lehrer 
Best of 
E. Kovacs 
Movie 
"Kind Hearts and 
Coronets" 
Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
Ihe Iwo 
Ronntes 
Cda. Cinema 
B.C. 
Dick Cabett 
Show 
Turnabout 
Turnabout 
i 
Sign Off 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
I 
Wheel of 
Fortune 
Knockout 
Knockout 
To Say 
The Least 
The Gong. 
Sho~ 
Hollwood 
Squares 
Days of 
Our Lives 
Days of 
Our Lives 
The Dealers 
the Doctors 
Another 
World 
Another 
World 
Movie 
."Never too Late" 
Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
Canadian 
Schools 
Mr. 
.dressup 
Sesame 
- street 
Sesame 
Street 
I Dream 
of Jeannle 
Ryan'a 
Hope 
Bob Mclean 
Show 
Bob Mclean 
Show 
Meier League 
Baseball 
Meier League 
Baseball 
Malor Leagu( 
Baseball 
Malor League 
Baseball. 
Malor League 
Baseball 
Friday After 
School 
Jean Cennem 
show 
Definition 
definition 
i 
Kareen's 
Yoga 
Noon 
News 
Movie Matinee 
"Redhead from 
Wyoming" 
Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
Another 
World 
Another 
World 
i 
Alan HEmal 
Show 
Alan Hamel 
Show 
The Lucy 
Show 
Emergency 
Emergency 
Electric 
Company 
Inside 
Out 
The Music 
Place 
Measure 
Up 
Bread and 
Bufferflles 
Making 
Music 
Speakout 
Speakout 
Villa 
Alegre 
Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
St reef' 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllmlllllllnlll!llllllllllllllllllllllll 
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" _ . . _ , , cut  l 
[ ]  i~  jm," "  " • 
] UANDCRAFTED 
| + . ,  | 
i COPPERWARE j 
: Sauce  pans -  Ket t les .  Water ing  Cans  • : 
[] • ' .. • 
.- Measur ing Cups : 
!'llnnllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllml IB . I I I l l l l  e l  l l l l  ll.~ 
Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
Store Hours: 
Tues,-Sat' 9a,m.-5:3Op,m, 
Friday 9a.m.-9p.m. 
'1 IXI{( , I".\ 
